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Coyote Faculty Reachout to Students
^'Unless students have
the time and informa
tion necessary to think
independently and
criticallyf I don't believe
they should be involved.
OtherwiseJ they're apt to
be pawns of one side or
the other side."
- President Karnig

PVERHALM

By John J. Eddy
Executive Editor
With the bargaining impasse
[ehind them, the Cat State Faculty
iagerly await the published results
)f the fact-finding committee, which
will determine the next course in the
dispute between them and the CSU
administration. Administration
officials differ in their view of the
results.
"1 believe the 'fact-finding'
process will be successful in
identifying an acceptable solution to
iie apparent impasse, and therefore
do not anticipate a strike," said Cal.
State San Bernardino President
Albert Karnig.
Both CPA and the CSU
administration will have to wait and
see. The fact-finding committee
finished deliberations on Feb. 15.
leaving John Caraway, the neutral
third party representative, to write
the report. After it is finished, the
report remains confidential for a tenday period, at which time it becomes
public and the current faculty
contract with the CSU system
wipiaMi gritfnf the faculty the legal
cigfjl to strike if a successor
AS noi reached.
The CPA disputes the CSU
administration's position on several
issues. They argue that the CSU
intentionally hires part-time faculty
to avoid paying tenure-track
leaching positions; that the
administration diverts allocated
hinds from faculty compensation
pools back into the administrator's
pockets and into a new computer
system; that the CSU refuses to give
job security to temporary lecturers;
that they favor administrators with
a raise and improved benefits while
rejecting basic health insurance to
nearly half the faculty; that they
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Calitornia faculla
Association|
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Fart-lime instructors
receive no benefits or job
security.

refuse to release money that is
budgeted for Service Step
Increases to give junior faculty
step pay raises; and that the
CSU increased the size of
classrooms and workload for
faculty, which is detrimental to
both faculty and student alike.
Resolutions to these disputes
could be a part of Caraway's
report, but only time will tell.
In the meantime, the
faculty at Cal. State San
Bernardino stepp^ up their
actions by hosting information

Administrators

Cashing in!
HAVE YOV EVER
WONDERED JUST
HOW MUCH MONEY A
PRESIDENT OF A CSU
MAKES EACH YEAR..,

tables and passing out llyers to

students during class breaks.
Cal. State San Bernardino
administration called for
caution.
"Unless students have the time
and information necessary to think
independently and critically, I don't
believe they should be involved.
Otherwise, tfiey're apt to be pawns
of one side or the other,"said Karnig
when asked why students should
support the CSU's position.
But if students remain stuck in
the middle of the debacle, they will
have no choice but to respond to one
side or the other. While the

Inside this weeks issue...
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT on page 10
First there was the Sopranos
and now they've crossed the
line with the new show
Crossline...

MULTI-CULTURAL

on page

8

A student refuses CPA information from Martha Kazlow, Counselor.
administration here feels that the
issues are best left to the two parties
in dispute, Cal. State faculty, staff
and students disagree
"I hope students would take a
look at some of the materials and ask
themselves if the university they
want their younger brothers and
sisters to go to is the one that is being
created (by the CSU administrators).
The biggest thing for students to look
at is the increase of temporary

~CFA Continued on
page 17

TURN TO PAGE 17
FOR A LIST OF ALL
23 CSU CAMPUS
PRESIDENT'S AND
THEIR YEARLY
SALARIES AND
RAISES SINCE 1997

Library Budget Gets Cut
By Shareena C. Clark
Asst. News Editor
Inflation plus hidden costs are
causing the Pfau Library to cut
$40,000 from their annual budget.
The crafty crew has decided to
systematically
cut
printed
periodicals that are duplicated
online. Several reasons were given
to back this decision. "1: students,
faculty, and staff can use
Electronics more. We look at the
'hit' rate, which is increasing eveiy
year." 2: The printed collection is

Denze! Washington leads as
the Oscars fade to black..

THE SCENE

faculty who don't have any job
security, health insurance or
retirement benefits and who
sometimes have to teach on three
campuses to make a living," said
CFA President and CSUSB English
Professor Susan Meisenhelder.
"CFA is doing the right thing. We

on page 5

You want the truth...You can't
handle the truth...A Few Good
Women make the scene...
^'vl^'arT'tmngmmalceasltrtle^

possible "
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not increasing at the same rate as classmate to finish with the printed
the online versions. 3: We have to versions.
Many of the electronic costs are
check in, claim, and bindjjrint
journals. If they are lost, we have subsidized by the Chancellor's
to replace them. Shelving costs office. Cutting from the printed
too," explained Michael Burgess, journals was necessary to avoid
cutting from books. "We're not
Pfau Library Head.
In every decision there are pros cutting info, only duplicate titles.
and cons. Although students will Given the fiscal relatives, limited
not be able to walk into the library campus funds, and recession we
and simply photocopy their may have to cut across the board.
assignment and go about their No one knows how deep the cuts
business, they will be able to search may be. I don't particularly want
for the periodicals online and to do it, but we have to because of
download them on their computers inflation. The bigger the print
or disks. They can also cut and section grows, the more we have
p a s t e to cut things. We are trying to make
s i g n i f i c a n t as little an impact on students as
quotes straight possible," said Michael Burgess.
For students who are having
into
their
papers, which technical difficulties, AACM and
m a k e s library staff are available for
research a little assistance. They are free to help
easier. With the students who need help
the electronic accessing the materials online, but
database there that percentage is steadily
is no limit on declining.
"I'm an old soul who likes to
who may use
the journals curl up with a book, a real book,
a
n
d in the hour or so before I go to
periodicals, as sleep each night. That hasn't kept
opposed
to me from utilizing the numerous
waiting
for resources here in my own
a n o t h e r research," explained Burgess.
—Michael Burgess
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Student Brings Story of Missing Girl to Campus
By Jesse Henderson
Stajf Writer
Senior Steven Craig Wilson, or
just Wilson, first heard about the
missing girl, 7-year old Danielle
Van Dam, from San Diego, when
reading the newspaper. He felt he
could give the time to help find the
missing girl.
Wilson, 49, is a transfer student
from RCC. He hails from the
Salinas Valley where people started
calling him "Wilson" because there
were too many Steves.
Wilson says there are two reasons
why he Joined the effort to find
Danielle.
One, he has a beautiful
granddaughter Just shy of two years
old. Which means, he thinks if the
same horror should visit his family,
that a faceless, nameless stranger
would step forth and help in any
capacity.
Two, he states, "I am an
American. I know that sounds trite,
but in recent months I have seen,
as have we all, this country taking
a terrible blow. And I have heard,
in media and in the classroom,
Americans described as arrogant
ethno-centrists whose intent it is to
push our lifestyle upon the rest of
the world whether they want it or
not; and that may be true as far as
some people's experiences go. Well,
I have lived and worked in five
different states and traveled in 30
more and it has been my personal
experience that most Americans are
giving, compassionate people.

Americans are giving, compassion people. -Sieve Wilson

What I have seen are Americans
from all walks of life doing their
their best; and Americans putting
aside their personal time to help
others in need has been for me the
norm rather than the exception. I
believe the fabric of American
society is far more kind and gentle
than is portrayed in the press and
preached from the academic pulpit.
Get in your car and drive across this
land and see if you don't get a much
different picture of who and what

we are than what you are told."
Wilson was designated as Team
Leader of Search Team #58, which
was comprised of himself and four
other people. First, each team
volunteer must sign a Volunteer
Registration Agreement; this form
gathers personal information and
sets the ground rules for
involvement in the search.
Each team member is issued an
orange numbered vest; Wilson was
12, with a stick-on nametag for

identification
purposes, and orange
strips of fluorescent
plastic to mark any
item or area for
further investigation.
Each member is
also
offered
a
walking stick, which
is useful for hiking
the rugged, uphill
terrain
and
for
moving bushes and
other possible areas
of concealment.
Before a team
heads out to search
they must be briefed.
Wilson regarded the
briefing
as
"undoubtedly, the
most difficult aspect
of the experience." At
the briefing is where
Wilson became aware
that he wasn't on a
live person search,
"one is informed that
smell
can
be
important as sight;
that's the one that brings it home to
you. Dead bodies stink."
The brief gave instructions on
how to conduct the search.
Volunteers are instructed how to
handle any possible evidence so as
not to weaken the court proceeding,
what areas are common to child
abduction cases, and they are
encouraged to keep an eye out for
one another so as not to lose
anybody.
Wilson's team searched for four

and half an hours in the Laj
Miramar area. He described i
terrain and vegetation as bust
steep and rocky, and as being.
rugged as the Coast Ranges hclii
trampled through in his homeaie
After the search, there was a d
briefing, where Wilson had1
explain the areas searchei
including ditches, drainage pi;
trash receptacles and permanent
portable bathrooms. Wilson
home foot-sore, sweaty, scratcl
and with two ticks that he di
find until after his hour and
drive back to Corona.
Danielle has been missing si
moming of February, 2,2002.
is one of 2,000 people who
already volunteered. The Da
Missing web site has already reo
500,000 hits. On the web si
family states, 'The family asks
everyone get out and look ar
their space and their yards,
around your neighborhood. L
wherever you can. No matter
part of the country you iiveinf
trillion eyes are better than 2!"
Van Dam Family is offerin,
$25,000 reward foe inforraa
leading to the return of Danielle^
To add to the family state
Wilson asserts, 'The amount of
solved by some person whoj|
happened to remember seeiw
missing persons poster or a news^
or a photo in a newspaper are
I believe anyone may be the
who provides the last bit;i
information. If it was your child,31c
sister, cousin, or friend - woul^
you want all eyes open?"
li

AIDS: The New 'Black Death' for Minorities
By Mathew Taylor
News Editor
In this all to modern world
where many diseases have been
cured, there is still a hidden threat
that most people don't worry
about any more.
The
Acquired
Immune
Deficiency Syndrome, or AIDS,
epidemic has seemed to almost
vanish into thin air. Maybe it's
because of a general awareness or
maybe its because people have
been blind to its existence,
thinking it would never happen to
them. AIDS is a disease that
began to rear its ugly head at the
end of the seventies and
beginning of the eighties, when
most people were still practicing
free love and the only worry was
pregnancy which could quickly
be solved by abortion. Then there
was an outbreak of a new cancer,
a disease that seemed to only
affect gay men. It was GRID, the
Gay Related Immune Deficiency,
and the heterosexual communities
didn't worry because they weren't
engaging in homosexual behavior
and therefore wouldn't be
infected. That idea was not a
reality because soon many
straight people began to get
infected; many people who were
leading productive heterosexual
lives were becoming a part of the
epidemic.
AIDS at that time seemed to be
a result of two ways of infection,
through gay sex or through blood
transfusions. Therefore, AIDS
was the disease that was meant
for eliminating the gays. To the
people who were assumed to have
contracted it through blood
transfusions, well, they were
excused because it wasn't their
fault.
AIDS is a disease that doesn't
discriminate against anyone or

anything, so its major infected
groups began to change from gay
men to women, young women
between the ages of 18 and 24.
The focus was still on gay men,
but the awareness grew some
because of the infected women.
As the eighties continued, the
public eye began to see many
actors come out and expose the
fact that they were infected. One
of the first to come out and
expose his infection was Rock
Hudson, the epitome of male
sexuality. Hudson not only came
out about his infection but also
about his homosexuality. It was
a shock to the world and even a
wakeup call.
Television began to focus its
energies into awareness. In 1992,
the rap group Salt-N-Pepa did a
video "Let's talk about AIDS"
which was about self-protection
and safe sex. This video signified
that even younger groups of
people were taking heed of the
dangers of this disease that many
feared could have been contracted
from a kiss. From Public Service
announcements like "Lets talk..
and others, the information about
the disease and its contraction
were out in the public and the
general level of fear about AIDS
decreased.
So now fast forward to the
present. After about 15 years of
opposition. Senator Jesse Helms
has changed his views about
AIDS and its victims. Helms, at
a press conference, stated " I am
so ashamed that I've done so
little," in regards to the epidemic.
He has changed his view on this
subject, especially now, when it
seems to be affecting rhinority
communities at an all time high.
Helms, although his term is
coming to an end, may be the
trailblazer and other older
Republican Senators may follow
him.

According to the Human
Rights Campaign, the epidemic
of AIDS, which seemed to go
away, is back and attacking the
minority communities. The
epidemic is so great that in the
United States alone there are
200,000 to 400,000 people that
are unaware of their infection
and about 40,000 infected each
year.
Last year alone, there was an
increase of about 8 percent in
new cases and this is having a
major impact on communities of
color. Also, according to the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention over 50 percent of the
new infections occur in African
Americans, and Hispanics make
up 19 percent of the newly
infected.
Worldwide, about 25 million
people have died from AIDS
since its beginning, and five
million of that figure were
children. Its predicted that in the
future there will be more people
to die of AIDS than any war of
the 20"" century.
With this projection of AIDS

and its.effects CSUSB will be
having two events on campus
February 26"' Guest Lecturer
Cleye Jones will be on campus
iniEvents Center B and C at
6prh. Jones is world renowned
for being the founder of the

AIDS quilt, and on Febr
27"* there will be a one
conference held in the Eve
Center that will focus on AI
in the Latino and Afric
American communities.

Worldwide about
million people have diedjrom AtUS... and Jive millior
of that were children."

" J
California State University, San Bernardino has recently been awarded a NASA grant to
conduct original scientific research. Highly motivated students, particularly women and
underrepresented minorities, are encouraged to apply for student research positions.
Students are expected to publish results in the scienti^c literature. Faculty interested in
collaborating (sup^^ising students, outreach, submitting grant proposals, etc.) are also
encouraged to inquire. Details about the research can be found at
physics.csusb.eduV—tusbearVNASA.
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Politics

Alumni Lou Monville

[Takes Tough Anti-Terrorism Stand in State Assembly Bid
By Peter Tsai
Stajf Writer
Lou Monville is on a mission.
eCSUSB alum and a candidate
r State Assembly 64"" District
'ants to ensure that our area is
otected against the threat of
orism. Monville, who touts
imself as a "Bush Republican, "
ys, 'T agree with [the President ]
lat we are all soldiers in the war
igainst terrorism—we must do a
etter job protecting oyr
tommuniiies." To achieve this
goal, the 40-year-old Monville
advocates increased spending for
' public health services and boosting
the number of police and
' foefighters.
^Though anti-terrorism is the
nterpiece
of
Monville's
paign, he is just as passionate
ut creating more jobs by
ering tax incentives to new
inesses and about improving the
lity of education. He strongly
•rts programs to attract more
ity teachers—his wife, Kelly, is
ublic school teacher—increasing
r-pupil spending, and raising
ucational standards. Says,
Monville, "No student should
ieceive their high school diploma

until they can read, write and speak
English."
Monville put his Bachelor's
Degree in Communication to good

Lou Monville, a "Bush Republican"

use after graduating from Cal State
San Bernardino.
As the Director of Public Affairs
of a Riverside Public Relations firm,
he has made an impact solving
complex infrastructure problems
both locally and statewide. These
include boosting Inland Empire
electricity output and supplies of

clean water for the region's future
growth.
In addition to his professional
accomplishments, he has also taken
an active role in community
service, serving on the Riverside
Chamber of Commerce to assist
small-business development as
well as furthering support of local
military forces. He was also an
advisor to former California
Governor Pete Wilson. Monville
currently sits on the Alumni Board
^ and Athletic Association of
1 CSUSB.
S
As a result of Monville's
5 experience and his tough-stand on
terrorism, a host of big-name
® Republican leaders have lined up
2 behind his State Assembly bid,
I including
Pete
Wilson,
8 Congressman Ken Calvert,
B Riverside County Sheriff Larry
Smith and local police and
firefighting associations.
Monville's trump card in the
March 5* primary elections is that
his newly created 64"^ Assembly
District, which stretches from the
City of Riverside to Palm Desert, is
more than 50% Republican.
Therefore, if he wins the Republican
primary in two weeks, he's a sure
bet to become the Assembly
District's first-ever Assemblyman.

The Answer to Traffic Woes
By Peter Tsai
Staff Writer

^^uestlon: which area of this
ifcuntry has the fastest growing traffic
imgestion problems? Answer; San
fcmardino/Riverside, according to a
Bcent national study. In fact, the
hland Empire may soon overtake
San Diego on the list of most trafficplagued regions. That is why on
March S"', thousands of San
Bemardino county residents are set
to vote Yes on California State
Proposition 42.
Prop 42, authored by a California
State Assemblyman, requires that the
gasoline tax that Californians pay
every time we fill up our tanks be
spent solely on improving our
highways and roads, mass transit
systems and transportation safety
without increasing or adding any new
taxes. For a number of reasons,
California needs to pass this initiative

now. According to reports by the U.S.
Department of Transportation and
The
Federal
Highway
Administration, California has the
most deteriorated roads in the nation.
Moreover, traffic congestion costs
Californians a whopping 7.8 million
per day in lost time and excess fuel
consumption. The average driver
here spends the equivalent of two
weeks of work stuck in traffic. In
addition, traffic delays have doubled
since 1992 and will double again by

2020.

If Prop 42 is passed, however,
Californians can expect to see
improvements in capacity of our
highways, public transportation and
safety as soon as next year. San
Bernardino County in particular is
stated for many of these
improvements, just to a name a few—
the widening of Interstate 10 from
Yucaipa to Ford, a carpool lane from
Milliken Ave. to the RiversideCounty
Line, upgrades in many freeway

interchanges and double-track Metro
Link Commuter rail service to San
Bernardino, along with new
passenger railcars and locomotives.
The benefits of Prop 42 are so
numerous, in fact, that a broad-based
coalition of interest groups is lined
up solidly behind it. Fire, Police and
Public Safety officials have joined
taxpayer and business organizations,
labor unions, city and county
governments, parents, seniors and
mass transit riders to back this ballot
measure which California Governor
Gray Davis regards Prop 42 as a boon
for the state.
Clearly Prop 42 is a win-win
situation for California voters. With
increased funding for transportation,
this state can successfully overcome
the threat of traffic gridlock, rebuild
our road-and transit-system in
structure, improve safety and save
millions of dollars and lost hours for
taxpayers, motorists and business
statewide.

Does Your Vote Count?
By Rody Rodriguez
Staff Writer
Proposition 43 - the Right to Have
Vote
Counted
Legislative
Constitutional Amendment - is a
measure that would amend the
California Constitution to give a
voter who voted in an election, done
in agreement by the voting laws of
California, an assurance that their
vote would be counted.
In addition to this measure.
Chapter 919, Statutes of2001, would
give county elections officials
authority to petition the Superior
Court for additional time after an
election deadline to authorize the
tabulation or recounting of ballots
and give power to the courts to grant
such a petition. But in order for
Chapter 919 to become operational,
voters must approve Proposition 43.
j^Currently there is no guarantee

that a voter will have their vote
counted. This proposition would
give a voter an assurance that their
vote would be counted.
If this measure becomes law, there
would also be no cost to local or state
government. This measure would
only be an amendment to the present
law that is already in affect.
Proponents for Prop 43 do not
want a repeat of the 2001
Presidential Election. According to
them, this measure would help to
ensure that what occurred in Florida
- some voters not having their vote
counted - would not occur here.
They also mention that thousands
of voters in that election did not
have their votes counted. By voting
yes, a voter would ensure that their
vote would be counted, regardless
of time or problems that happen
after that person has given their
vote. This is a way to be "sure that
the people's voice is heard."

Moreover, they point out that Prop
43 would not change any laws
regarding recounting of ballots or
establishing voter intent.
Opponents to Prop 43 feel that
this measure would "do more harm
than good." They suspect that this
measure would bring more lawsuits
and litigation that would end up
delaying an election for a lengthy
period.
Opponents believe that there'^is
"more mistakes ... made in casting
ballots - than in securing and
counting them." In addition,
opponents feel the problem lies in
the fact that not too many people
vote at all in elections. Therefore,
this measure would not be worth a
vote for yes.
Proposition 43 is definitely a
measure worth taking a serious look
at. And if this measure is approved,
it could resonate all across the
country.

The Buzz
Get Out T he Vote

We need your help!
Please join CSUSB Alumni Lou Monville to promote voter
turnout for the March 5th primary election. Get out the
VOTE! will be starting on Marchlst and running until the
poles close on March 5th. To volunteer, please contact
Heather at 909-682-6878.

Fight Your Traffic Tickets

As a part of AST's Speaker Series, Associated Students, Inc.
(AST) is pleased to present Mr. I^e Rittenburg as a guest
speaker. Mr. Rittenburg is the founder of the law firm Traf
fic Defenders, Inc., and specializes in defending people
against traffic citations. Mr. Rittenburg is a graduate of UCLA
and the Loyola Law School. If anyone has had problems
with traffic citations, this is the presentation for you.
Presentation Title: Protecting Your Legal Rights In Traffic
Court
Guest Speaker: Attorney Lee Rittenburg from the firm of
Traffic Defenders, Inc.
Date of the event: March 5, 2002
Time: 12:00 Noon
Location of the event: Student Union Event Center "A"
For more information, please contact the AST Office at x5932.

Spring Quarter Deadlines Impacted

Enrollment projections for Spring will pass the goal of over
12,000 students and in order to meet the needs of all students,
the registration deadlines for the spring is March 15.
President Kamig agreed that imposing a deadline is very
important so that all students receive the highest quality of
programs and services possible.

The
Coyote
B)ke

The CSUSB
ChilUrens
center
opened in
1980

Do you know any facts
about CSUSB. E-mail us
with any information you
might have at
sbchron @csusb.edu.
For more history facts go to Pfau Library

Baskin(^#)Rol)bins.
10% discount off your purcbase
at either Togo's or Baskln; Robbins with
valid CSUSB student or faculty I.D.
Please present I.D. at the time of order.
Not valid with any other discount, coupon
or promotion.

Togo's/Baskin Robbins
4375 North University Parkway swue j«3
San Bernardino, CA 92407

909-473-7494

Next to McDonald's
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The Roving Reporter

Asking Students What They Think
What woman figure do you admire
the most and why?

February 25, 2002

Student Spotlight

By Teresita Sosa
Staff Writer

Name: Dana Dressier
Major: English
Year: Sophomore
Lucille Ball- She was a pioneer in
television at a time when men ran
everything; she had skill, extreme
dedication and talent in her work
at a time when women didn't
have much power in television.
Name: Conrad Ruiz
Major: Liberal Studies
Year: Freshmen
Frita Khalo- She was a great
Mexican artist who promoted the
Mexican culture, even though she
was half German. During her time
women did not get enough credit
for their work.

Name: Shelley Kim
Major: Art
Yean Sophomore
Bonnie (& Clyde)- she was a
renegade and a proud
nymphomaniac with her open
-sexuality.

Name; Tosca Taylor
Major: Liberal Studies/
Psychology
Year; Junior
Maya Angelou - for overcoming
so much in life and than making a
comeback as an African American
poet of our time this is why I
admire her.

By Susie Medina
The Scene Editor

If you'd like to be in the Roving Re
porter or would like to see a question
asked, call us at (909) 880-5289 or
email us at sbchron@csusb.edu

Opon IVIon. - Sat.
1 :00 A..M. ' • - m t
C?l«>se<f Sunday

KINK TKAJ '•.•Vf T.ts.e
NO
Daily Sjitt iji! For ¥

LaShawn Cole is a writer,
artist, culinary specialist,
aspiring pediatric surgeon and
anything else she wants to be.
Whatever she is, and the few
things in this world she may not|
be because she hasn't
discovered he talent for it yet, ^
multi-talented is one title that «
will forever suit her.
Cole began her academic
career at Cal State, San £
Bernardino with the intention
of majoring in Biology and
minoring in English and
French, then going to medical
school. A few years, changes
of plans, and twists of fate later,
she is a senior wrapping up a
dual major of English and French.
"I only planned on a minor in
French, but they fooled me into
taking too many classes so I turned
it into a major."
Her immediate plans are to stay on
at Cal State for her Master's degree
in English Composition. With, her
background in science and math, she
plans to apply to medical school at
Loma Linda University and UCLA
after her stint is over here.
When playfully asked if she plans
on being a lifelong student she

replied, "No, I just like to have a
backup because I know that writers
often starve but I would like to eat."
Staying with the theme of food, the
Cooking Channel has become her
favorite stop on the remote these days.
While she can cook anything she is a
S
dessert person.
"When you're young, your parents
pull that wait until after thing for your
dessert, but now I can make dessert
my main meal."
Outside of school, her faith in God
and active participation at Loveland

Kappa Delta Shamrock Preview

Name: Scott Neeri
Major: Psychology
Year: Sophomore
Ricky Lake- because she can
always lose that weight when she
needs to.

W. KcnHail
r>r. #KI
Smi l'ierimr<i i(to,
C'A
(90«>) 887-7<->44

By Jake Zylman
Multi-cultural Editor

A .M. J'VI.
, 1^ .-vjiiloUle nil <!.> = >

joint effort. Cal State fraternities will
also be supporting the event for their
'sisters' as they will do a contest,
much like the Alpha Phi's did, where
each frat competes to donate the most
money to the cause and the one with
the most money wins and gets to pick
one of their members to represent
them, and accept the honor of being
c r o w n e d

On March 6, Kappa Delta will
have its i2th Annual Kappa Delta
Shamrock Project. From 11- 2 in the
afternoon in front of Pfau Library,
the sisters will have an "In N Out"
cookout trailer to sell
meals for their
We will be donating 100% Shamrock King.
philanthropy.
With In N Out
The philanthropy of our profits to this cause
and a campus
project this year will
full of hungry
and keep nothing.
be divided with 80%
students, the sale
-Laura Trujillo
going to the local
should be a
community charities and
success, right? Doesn't look like rain,
20% going to National Committee or does it? Kappa Delta member
to Prevent Child Abuse. "We will
Nancy Reyes assures us that the
be donating 100% of our profits to weather will not rain on their parade.
this cause and keep nothing," says "Years before, it rained and we put
member LaurraTrujillo. According
tents up and moved the location from
to the average sales of last year, thats the front of the library to the front of
an estimated $1000- 2000 alone.
Student Union." People still bought
The tickets are $5 and include a
and ate the food because sales stayed
hamburger, or cheeseburger, chip.s healthy.
and a soda. Besides food, there will
The event is taking place on a
also be games and music. "We Wednesday and will last three hours.
usually have a radio station come out It is not the first Kappa Delta
to help us, but this year we're having fundraiser or In N Out's. On the In
t)uv campus radio instead," says N Out website, there is a page in
Trujilio.
which one can donate to their own
I his has been a Kappa Delta charity for child abused children.
iruiiiiion since 19-90 when the
Kappa Delta suggests that everyone
soioiity became a chapter. Each
purchase their tickets soon because
member, or sister as they refer to they have been known to selkfast.
each olhci,i.> invt)lved in something
^'cgetarian burgers available upon
supivort the event, rnakin" / a
request.

Church commands much of
her
attention.
She
participates in the Victors and
Praise Dance Troop and
regularly attends bible studies.
When she has some time to
herself, she likes to draw and write.
Her art is largely composed of
nature scenes. Her reading habits
lean towards action and dramatic
fiction novels. She would like to
..someday write oq^li^.tjefore
mentioned genres and ais
ideas for a few scrccnpiays.
No matter what she decides to dc
with her life she setting herself up
to be a success at whatever paths
she decides to walk down.

Retraction for Alpha Phi's
Hearts for Hugs event
By Yazmin Alvarez
It was brought to my attention
that in the February IB"" issue
of the Coyote Chronicle, some
information regarding the Hugs
for Hearts event was left out and
some information was printed
incorrectly, such as the Heart
Throb
winners.
The
information that was printed in
this issue was provided during
Alpha Phi's Hugs for Hearts
event, and there had not yet
been any official results posted
at time the article was issued.
The information printed at the
time was to my knowledge, and
to Devyn Grable's knowledge,
the President of Alpha Phi,
estimation in the amount that
was raised due to the event.
It was printed that Eddie
Cardenas was crowned Heart
Throb, when in fact, he was
nominated Ivy Man. The true
Heart Throbs were Malt from
Tau Kappa Epsilon and Pierce
from Sigma Nu. Also, the total
amount raised during the event
was over $5000.00 in four
hours.
Approximately
$6300.00 of the money raised
will go to the support for
women's health research and
cardiac care which is the

^Contimted on
5
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Now RENTING
By Susie Medina
The Scene Editor
1 - There are several reasons why
(^llege students are trying to move
^out of their parents' house and into
;aplace of their own.
i
Whether it's into dorms,
lapartments or in a house, students are
fmoving out for reasons such as
•independence, problems at a current
Ircsidence, or to be closer to campus.
> Junior Lorraine Gunderson, English
major here at Cal State, used to have
! an hour drive from her house to
campus- until she decided to move
out. "It's way more convenient out
here because if I need to do
something, campus is just a few
minutes away."
Gunderson also admits that she
enjoys the freedom of living on her
own. but definitely pays a pretty
penny for it. "I hate paying bills, they
.just keep coming, it gets pretty
^/rustrating."
Rent alone for a decent nearby
apartment starts at $575 for a onebedroom. The average college
student, however, does not have that
much money at their disposal, so they
.find a roommate. Roommates can
reither share a room and nearly $600

in rent, or get a twobedroom, one-bath
for a minimum of
$675 and maximum
of $9ia.
Ridgeline, which is
off of Uni versity Ave.
has fairly decent
prices with twobedroom, two bath
starting in the low
$700's. However
they are filled to
Mouniain View Apartments has much appeal.
capacity, even though
pay for everything. I'm not ready
the sign hanging out front reads,
to move out yet."
"Now Renting."
Another thing to consider is your
Mountainside, on Kendall, and
roommate.
How many hcHror stories have
Castle Park, were two of the more
you heandabout filthy, laid and obrtoxious
appealing places. The rent here for
two people starts in the high $700's. roommates? It's clearly evident that you
should try tomove inwitii someone you'ie
but the landscape and recreational
most compa^tible with, because once
services make it very appealing.
you've decided to move in, the duration of
North Pointe, off Kendall, is also in
the high $700's but does not have your time together mustmeet thestandards
of your lease.
much recreation going on.
The majority of students that move into
Whoever said your independence
the dorms orapartments aiound here do it
was free, obviously never went
apartment hunting around Cal State. so they can be closer to school and pay
more attention to their studies. Thoieare
Senior Aldo Lewis an English and
Philosophy major, agrees that there , always students who are looking for a
roommate here at Cal State. There are
are some perks to living on your
own. but it's expensive. "I'm too signs and tlyers on the side of Student
Union where you can find potential
comfortable at home where
everything is free and my parents roomies.

A Few Good Women

March celebrates women from
that period such asSusan B.-Anthony
who was arrested for attempting to
- Throughout the early nineteenth
vote during the presidential election
ientury, women
of Ulysses S.,Grant.
iwere considered
Suffragettes who folWond class-citi5 lowed her stirred up
?ien.s whose existS enough controversy
icnce was supto cause Congress to
j>osed to be lim
g. pass the nineteenth
ited to lives of
^ amendment, giving
,cooking, cleaning
2 the right for women
and taking care of
I to vote in 1920. The
children; until the
wartime also helped
•women's move
women to gain inde
A
ments of the
pendence as they
J840's, 1880's
started to work
and
1910's
while the men were
changed the laws.
Civil Rights Leader Rosa Parks
away.
During the iSOO's. women had
Harriet Tubman, another woman
no property, little or low wages, and activist, escaped from slavery in
no vote. They were considered 1849, and dedicated the next ten
mindless creatures who were ex years of her life to help slaves gain
pected to be obedient wives, never freedom through the Underground
daring to hold opinions different Railroad.
than their husband's; never able to
Rosa Parks, best known for her
travel alone, never permitted to refusal to give up her seat in 1955
speak in public. Women were seen for a white passenger on an racially
as delicate individuals and were segregated bus in Moji^omery, Ala
taught to refrain from pursuing any
bama, led a successful African
serious education. Often considered American bus boycott after her ar
merely objects of beauty, they were rest.
looked upon as intellectually and
Dolores Huerta. who helped cre
physically inferior to men.
ate better working cohditions for mi
The women's movement of the grant workers, helped the legendary
.1840s, much like the African Ameri Cesar Chavez in 1962 to co-found
can civil rights movement of the and lead the United Farm Workers
1950s and 1960s, was a struggle ail
Union.
in itself to change these views of
March, Women's History Month,
. women. The women who wanted to began as a day to commemorate
liberate themselves also supported
women's achievements and contri
the movement to abolish slavery in
butions, but it was the school's who
•,.the hope that both groups would pressured for ft to become a week.
come up with plans to become free.
Now it's a month's time to rellect
By Teresita Sosa
Staff Writer-

how women have changed Ame^can society and other parts of the
world.

-Continued
from page 4
foundation for Alpha Phi, and
$300.00 will be distributed to the
Children's Center on campus. I
apologize for any misunderstanding.

Poetry Corner
A Poem for Candice
Anonymous
darkness high
Upon waking up I-am abandoned
There's only one star in the sky
My loneliness is not imagined
' the otfer^ G^es I don't know where
All the stars from me are gona
& f9r th^e other ones I do not
but I must continue on •
care
For there's one star in thfi.sky
I have this one star's light being
tonight
"V •
One star and it's burning brighr^r .rshowri'
the other stars I. know not wheret, Vrhave this star, I'm not alone
and the moon can't be found hei^'.^ ^.ffeave this star to guide the way
or there
/v lTllave this star, I'll be o.k.
But I have one star still in my
I have one star to calm my fright
and when I look upon the

And things are gonna be alright

Check us out next week in The Scene:
Roving Reporter
Faculty Spotlight
Debate Team
Lambda Theta PhiLatin Dance Class
Coyote Radio Update
Coming out Next Monday March 1
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NOT ENOUGH SPACE-ZT'S EITHER MY CAR OR YOURS
By Rody Rodriguez
Staff Writer

'ii

I ' m g o i n g t o b e l a t e ! Josh
Barnett, a junior attending Cal
State, wonders as he arrives on the
campus of CSUSB. Driving in his
beige Honda Accord, he glides up
and down the parking lot scanning
for an open parking space. On this
cold winter day, with rain steadily
coming down. Josh notices a
woman in a gray overcoat walking
out towards the parking lot.
"Are you leaving or staying? If
you're leaving, I'll give you a ride
to your car." The woman in the
gray overcoat gently shakes her
head. Josh was hoping she would
be going. As he drives steadily, he
continues on his quest to find a
parking space. The sound of the
rain begins to increase, and the
stereo
has
a
respectable
competitor. He then observes a
man dressed in a soaked-leather
Jacket walking out to the parking
lot. Please, let this man be
leaving. Josh hopes to himself.
"Sir, are you leaving?" Josh
asks once again. The man in his
drenched leather jacket shakes his
head. Josh is now starting to get
frustrated. He begins desperately
glancing everywhere for one open

slot that he could place his car. I'm
going to be late!
For many CSUSB students this
story of Josh's is an everyday
event. It seems every quarter,
students are constantly facing the
increasingly
challenge
of
searching for a parking spot. This
has become a thorn in the side for
numerous students hoping to get
to their class on time and leave in
an orderly manner.
Many students feel that not very
much is being done to relieve this
problem. Some even believe that
the school is not addressing the
problem at all. With 16,000 students
attending CSUSB, .but only 6,000
parking slots available, the question
that remains on everyone's mind is
what is being done now to alleviate
this growing problem?
President of CSUSB, A1 Karnig,
feels that the school is doing all it
can to address this growing need.
"We already have 250 new parking
lots available in the north side of
campus. There are also numerous
other parking spots open. The
problem seems to be in the first two
weeks of class. Afterwards, parking
seems to be more available. It's
more that the students just don't
like to walk"
"We do have enough spaces

available," said Parking Program
Coordinator Patricia Casillas.
"There are temporary lots in Lot
M. Also, 463 parking spaces have
b^en opened during last fall
quarter in parking Lot H, as well
as parking on the curbs in Lot B
and C."
Mrs. Casillas points out that
CSUSB is actually doing well
despite the current situation. She
notes that CiSUSB has a somewhat
large area to expand, unlike other
CSUs such as Cal State Fullerton.
"We have one of the best [parking
lots] we've seen. We went all over
to-see how others are dealing with
their parking problems. They just
don't have any space to expand at
all. We still have room to grow."
President Karnig is aiming
towards the future to end this
dilemma.
With the school
expecting to have more than
20,000 students in the next ten
years, President Karnig and his
colleagues have been looking at
numerous possibilities of dealing
with the future situations that
could occur. These many
possibilities the President hopes to
bring attention ,to include;
continuing to expand the parking
lot, giving students specific
parking lot permits and maybe

Tax Season is Here Again

even creating a multitiered parking garage.
The school has also
hired a contractor, Haku
and Associates, to help
the school find a better
way to end this growing
problem. They will be g
conducting an 18 week q
study, beginning last_|
week and ending in May,
to help the school learn ^
what it can do to help this
|
important issue.
|
"Everything that will ^
be done in the future will
be through this survey,"
Mrs. Casillas said.
"They did a survey for
the
city
of
San
Bernardino and we know
that they will do a good
job. This survey will
Alongside of parking lot D are Firelane, No
help us be able to create
Parking signs.
a financial budget to deal
with the parking situation and a
phase. Lastly, it is not eve^
reasonable means to correct it."
known
if or when the school will
Despite all these possibilities,
begin
to end this ongoing
the school admits that it still
Until the
needs to "consult with a lot of concern.
people" before it can move school begins to end these
forward. In addition, most of problems. Josh Barnett feels, "It's
these Would-be plans are something, I guess, you must dealj
expensive and might not ever with. It's something you mustj}i
reach past the brainstorming become numb to."

New tax laws work in favor of students.
»'«.
••

By Crystal Vickery
Staff Writer

1It's tax season again and you know what that
means—or do you? Filing your taxes can be pretty
tricky especially with all the new 2002 tax laws.
But don't get
discouraged:
some of the tax =
laws are benefi- V
cial to students.
A new tax ?
deduction for ^
college tuition,
|
applicable for
Stressed over taxes'.'
the years 2001
through 2005, can be claimed this year in place of
the lifetime learning and HopeScholarship tax cred
its, which are beginning to be phased out this year.
. Deductions for student loans also have new and
better regulations. In the past, students could only
claim them during the first 60 months, when stu
dents are paying off their loan interest. In 2002, a
new law eliminates the 60-month limit. As long
as you're paying a loan, you get a tax deduction
for it. This change will be a greater help to people
who take nmuy-years to pay off their student loans.

to escape inflated
i n t e r e s t
rates,"student,.
said Jake Zylman
Another new
tax law that stu- g.
dents who are pardhfs will like is the z
new,'state-spon- a
sored saving plan
(lovcrniiwnl !a.\('s add up.
for their children's
college tuition. Before, parents had to pay tax
on that money they put away—now it Will be
tax-free as long so they use the funds to pay for
college expenses. "My p:u-ents didn't save any
money for me because my parents were both in
college while I was in high school. With this
new law it will help benefit riot only my children
but my children's children," said student, Jonna
St. John.
If you have a single income of more than
$7,450, you and everyone else in this income
bracket are required to file tax returns with the
IRS. But don't fret; CSUSB has Volunteer In
come Tax Assistance (VITA). This is a free ser
vice for low-income taxpayers in the community
and on campus. Every Wednesday until March
13, you can go to Jack Brown Hall,-4^oom 280,
from 2:00 to 5:00 p.m. and volunteer accounting

students will file your taxes for free. No appoint
ments are necessary. If you can't
make it on a Wednesday, you can
go
to the Feldheym Library in
[iti
San Bernardino on Saturdays
MflXICAN RIATAURAMT Ik •!>... •AM
iul
IS'B
$41
t^l
from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
This card entities CSUSB Staff and Students to through April 13. For more infor
mation you can call or e-mail
M I'
Joan Kritzberg, 880-5714,
jkritz@csub.edu.
Your
best bet is lo get your taxes done
early and send them in before
April 15. To find out more in
formation
online you can go to
Vjhd oiiv pet pt'fioo. V<dfd oal^ at the Suti Bemnnfmo& Cotioa ktcMioiu
www.^a^nlan^t.com.

"Now I can relax on my ten year loan and not
stress about paying it off within the first five years

ZENDEJAS

Cal Baptist's
Graduate
Degree
Programs
Master of Business
Administration
Master of Science in
Counseling
Psychology
Masters Degrees
in Education
Master of Arts
in English
Education Credential
Programs
Cal Baptist also offers
undersraduate degree
prograRis in mofe than
20 areas.

A graduate degree is
supposed to pay
dividends for a lifetime —
but not ail graduate degrees are
created equal. At Cal Baptist, you can
count on personalized
attention from talented faculty,
widely recognized graduate programs,
and an ethical focus that distinguishes
you from the crowd. So don't think of
your Cal Baptist graduate degree as
money out of pocket. It's more like
money in the bank.
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TURNING AWAY FROM HATE
By Desiree Jaques
Suxff Writer

len
till

|se
's
|al
ist

"A lot of people think I'm tryi|to brag about my life. But I am
" stated Tom Leyden. With 16
sts in 5 states, numerous tattoos
le process of being removed, and
of hate behind him, Mr. Leycame to speak to CSUSB stuits about "Turning Away From
:e".
In an event organized by the
;s Cultural Center, Leyden gave
in your face, straightforward preitation about his experiences as
of a neo-nazi organization and
lisdecision to end that affiliation.
"If we determined anyone was
burden to the "white race', we'd
best the shit out of them," says Leyt|en. In graphic detail, he explained
his early years as a neo-nazi, claimiKthat he was desperately seeking
mat most teenagers are all looking
r, acceptance. He pointed out that
sc groups target kids at an impreshtable age, and once they get them,
cycan keep them.
After numerous run-ins with the
ilice in Fontana and then in
cdlands, Leyden decided he
•wded to get away, and to a place
liecould spread the groups' message.
He enlisted in the United States
Marine Corps. "The military made
gje a better racist, they taught me
anizational skills and recruitment
\Vva\ \ dxdn't know be
fore." Being openly racist in the
Marines at (hat time was rK)t any real
problem for him. He had racist, neoivzi paraphernalia in his footlocker
and often talked about it with other
Marines. Leyden says that the
wlitary's policy at the time was that
filiation with these groups was
^trmissible as long as they were
^ssive members". However, Ley
den himself and other members of
Ihc "White Nationalist Movement"

used the military as a means of
spreading the message of "revolu
tion" to others, a message of over
throwing the United States and di
viding it into separate nations based
on race. Leyden pointed out that
men such as Mike Fortier, Terry
Nichols, and Timothy McVeigh were
all trained by the United States
Army.
After receiving an "other than
honorable discharge" from the Ma
rine Corps for alcohol abuse and
fighting, not for his racist affilia
tions, Leyden went back to recruit
ing young kids. He and other mem
bers went to junior high schools and
passed out pamphlets with hate mes
sages and information on joining
what Leyden refers to as "a gang".
However, just as certain events
led Tom Leyden to this lifestyle,
there were events that led him away
from it as well. "My kids are really
what kicked me in the head." Ley
den says. Years ago, when his two
sons were merely 1 and 3 years old,
he was watching the Nickelodeon
children's show "Gulla Guila Island"
with them. During the middle of the
show, his 3-year-old son turned the
television off and scolded him for
watching a show "with niggers on
it".
At first, Leyden thought this
was great; these kids were so young
but already grasped his message. He
sat back in awe, just looking at his
sons when it dawned on him. "I

couldn't see the innocence in their
eyes anymore. Kids are so pure;
they'll love you no matter who you
are or what you look like. But 1
couldn't see that in them anymore
and it scared me." He said he knew
then what it was like to truly be
afraid, his children were learning
how to hate, and they could barely
walk.
It was then that he started talk
ing to people of other backgrounds

at work, socializing with them and
becoming friends with them, as he
had never been able to before. He
was living a double life and it all
came to a head at a white suprema
cist convention in Idaho, when he
stood up and asked, "If there were
only white people left, who would
we hate?" To that, another member
told him to shut up, "or we'll start
with hair color next." It was all a big
joke to the rest of the group, but to
Tom, it meant something else. It was
all about hate and blame. "Its those
people. It's them. They are what's
ruining this country...because they
are not we, or us. It's all about divi
sion," says Le>den. He says that
these organizations work closely
with other separatist movements to
divide the masses and pit them
against each other. Divide and con
quer is the strategy.
Tom Leyden has since spoken
at numerous locations, including the
Weisenihal Museum of Tolerance in
Los Angeles. He teaches his children
not to make distinctions among
people, that we are all Americans
and most importantly, we are all hu
man beings. His motivation for
speaking is to get the truth out, be
cause most people don't know that
skinheads aren't that identifiable
anymore. They disguise themselves
as the guy next door, while still
spreading their message of hate and
segregation. Julia, one attendee of
the event, said, "I thought this was
very good, I learned so much. I re
ally had no idea about the extent of
what these organizations could and
have done."
Since speaking out about his
experiences, several neo-nazi
websites have made references to
him as "a traitor to the white race,
who should be terminated on sight."
He currently speaks at middle
schools and for branches of the
United States Military, stressing the

Enlightened; Ibm Leyden. a former skinhead, spoke on Thursday
on why he turned from hale
importance of a "no-tolerance"
policy toward membership in ex
tremist groups.
"We are all Americans, we have
to have solidarity." John Futch, coor
dinator of the Cross Cultural Center,
was very pleased they could schedule
Mr. Leyden's appearance. Although
ihe truth is always considered neces
sary, "Black History Month was an
opportune time to schedule thisevent.
CSUSB is a diverse campus, but we
still have our problems." Given the
late confirmation of the event, proper

advertisement could not be done. But
Mr. Futch says that the Center hopes
to have an events calendar completed
by July for the following school year,
so they can get the word out to stu
dents early to spark more participation.
Leyden urges us to help combat
the spread of this hatred, specifically
to children, by being mentors and help
ing with after school programs. By
being an active, loving pan of a child's
life, we can make a difference, and we
can surely help shape the people they
become.

Women of the Civil Rights Movement: Behind
the Black Men were some very Strong Women
By Jake Zylman
Multi-Cultural Editor
History, with the exception of
Itosa Parks, highlights the actions
and leadership of African American
men, predominantly Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., when discussing the
civil rights movement that
dominated the American landscape
during the late 1950's through the
•60s,
. Behind these men were a core
of strong black women that were
quietly, and not so quietly, setti ng the
table for the proper conditions that
would foster equality for their
people.
"Throughout history, African
American women have been a
driving force behind the advancement
of their people in American society,"
Dr. Joyce Hanson, a history professor
atCal State said during a presentation
held in the Sycamore room of the
Lower Commons on Thursday.
February 21.

Including some examples of
resistance of African American
women in the time of the slavery the
presentation
focused
on
contributions beginning in the
1930's.
Modern African American
female involvment began in the
1930's with Mary McCloud
Bethune. Although she founded
Bethune Bookman College in 1923,
possibly her biggest contributions
came when she began to serve on
national advisory committees and
befriended then first lady Eleanor
Roosevelt. This connection to the
humanitarian first lady was an
excellent opportunity to get
desegregation into the public eye on
the national level.
Another key player in the
movement was Septima Clark.. Her
Highlander Folk School openly
taught womens' voting rights but
also taught the art of protest. One
of her students during the summer
of 1955 was Rosa Parks, who

coincidentally
began
the
Montgomery Bus Boycott only
months after.
But was it
coincidence? Probably not.
While history simplifies the
Rosa Parks action of not giving her
seat to a white
woman because
she was tired, it
was actually a
situation that had
been planned for
and set to put into
Dr. Hanson
action if the
scenario was ever correct.
Jo Ann Gibson- Robinson made
leaflets that night so they could'be
passed out the following morning
and begin the boycott.
Women were often better for
protests because they had less to lose
than men did and were generally in
less physical danger. "Black women
new that a man would lose his job and
be beaten. But at the same time they
realized white politicians would never
listen to them," Dr. Hanson said.

Rummer sessions, hawai'i
* 6 weeks, 6 credits, as low as $2,690 (based on
typical costs of tuition, room & traard, txxjks, and
estimated airfare)
Term 1: May 28-July 5 • Term 2: July 8-August 15
www.sunimer.hawaii.edu • toll-free 1 (800) 862-6628
University of Hawaii at Manoa, Summer Sessions
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Equal Opportunity Entertainment
By Bethany Anderson
Assistant Multi-Cultural Editor
We are at a crucial point in the
growing legacy of African Americans
in entertainment. African Americans
in American cinema have come a long
way since the days of Butterfly
McQueen in the epic Gone With the
Wind, and the comedy routines of
Amos & Andy.
Our parents remember watching
pioneers like Nat King Cole's fifteen
minute of prime time television, and
the days of Richard Pryor standing on
a stage doing a comedy routine that
would forever revolutionize and in
fluence future comics such as Eddie
Murphy, Chris Tucker, and Chris
Rock.
Slowly African American enter
tainers are leaving behind the days of

Comedian Chris Tucker is among the
top comic actors in Hollywood

Stereotypical and token roles of less more to come.
drug dealers and prostitutes in tele
Contributions
byAfrican
vision and film. Afhcan Americans American directors such as John
with the aid of serious roles por
Singleton and Spike Lee have pro
trayed by actors such as Lawrence duced movies not just for "black"
Fishbume and Angela Basset in audiences, as movie studio execu
What's Love Got to Do With it, tives once thought. John Singleton's
Vivica A. Fox Soul Food, and "ioyz n the Hood transcended the
Henry Simmons Jr. on NYPD Blue racial and ethnic lines to become a
are setting the stage for the future huge box office hit and prove movie
of African American entertainers.
executives wrong.
International film festivals
Spike Lee's films have never
such as Film Fest DC, Acapulco shied away from controversial and
Black Film Festival, Urbanworld once thought taboo subjects spch as
Film Festival, to name a handful, interracial dating, race relations, and
are promoting and praising inde legendary philosophers like
pendent African American film Malcolm X.
makers that are changing the dy
With the increasing number of
namics of what audiences will soon African Americans behind the cam
have in their theaters.
era, it is certain that African Ameri
Though the optimism is strong can entertainers will continue to
for the future of Afhcan American make history.
entertainers, one gigantic change
needs to take place in salary nego
tiations. Actors such as Brad Pitt
who can demand no less than $20
million per picture, do not compare
to five-time Academy Award nomi
nee Denzel Washington whose sal
ary begins around $10-15 million g
per picture. It was only recently that 2
Rush Hour and Rush Hour 2 actor
Chris Tucker could now demand §
S20 million per picture.
African American's contribu
tions to the entertainment industry
have overlapped into film, televi
Vivica A. Fox starred in "Soul Food"
sion, music and theater, and count

On this Day in History
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Oscar Sees in Black
Denzel Washington
is nominated for his
third Best Actor
Oscar for his role in
"Training Day"

By Bethany Anderson
Assistant Multi-Cultural Editor

On February 12, 2002, the 73""
annual Academy Awards announced
the nominees for best achievements
in motion pictures. The ceremony,
which takes place on March 24"',
made a nearly unprecedented
statement by announcing three
actors of African American heritage
for Oscars in leading roles.
Why is it an unprecedented
statement? The answer lies that in
the Academy's seventy-three year
history, it has been a total of thirty
years since three African Americans
were nominated in leading acting
roles. In 1972 actor Paul Winfield
and Cicely Tyson were nominated
for their supporting roles in the
motion picture Sounder, and multitalented singer/actress Diana Ross
for her role in Lady Sings the Blues.
This year's best actor in a

eonline.com

motion picture includes five tits
nominee Denzel Washington for hi
role in Training Day. and first tiffl
nominee Will Smith for his dynamic:
portrayal of boxing lege
Muhammad Ali in Ali. BestActri
nominee Halle Berry, for her r
in Monster's Ball, is the first blat
woman to be nominated for BeS
Actress since Angela Bassett':
nomination in 1993 for her real lif
portrayal of Tina Turner in What
Love Got To Do With It.
It was not until 1963 thai
Sydney Poitier was the first Afrii
American man to win an Oscar
his role in Lilies of the Field.
Kwesi Mfume, who is t
President of the NAACP, sees the
statement made by the nominationt
as the actors getting recognized foi
their skill as actors instead of thcii
skin color.

February 24,1968

S!l|
I'm.' 1

The Tet Offensive ends as U.S. and South Vietnamese troops
recapture the ancient capital of Hue from Communist forces. The
aftermath of the Tet Offensive resulted in the negative public
opinions by U.S. citizens stateside toward the Vietnam War.

February 25, 1928
The first Television license was awarded to Charles Francis
Jenkins Laboratories on this day. The license, issued by the
Federal Radio Commssion, gave permission for television
broadcast stations in Washington D.C.

February 25,1964
Boxer Cassius Clay (Muhammad Ali) wins the heavyweight
championship by knocking out reigning heavyweight
champion Sonny Liston in the seventh round. While
celebrating his victory at a Miami private party, he begins a
conversation with his friend Malcolm X over politics and
the state of the African American community.

March 1,1927
Actor, singer, producer, and activist Harry Belafonte is born on
this day. The multi-talented Belafonte used his role as an
entertainer to promote human rights on a worldwide scale. One
of his many screen contributions includes his costarring role
with Dorothy Dandridge in Carmen Jones. He is also well known
for his Banana Boat Song.

Friday night is going to be a
tough game for our team. The
#1 'Votes will
be taking on our conference
rivals, the Bakersfield
Roadrunners in a title
fight to keep the #I spot in the
CCAA. We need to get as
many if not more
students out to this game so we stay on top!
The game tip off is at 7:30 pm on Friday, February I, 2002 at the
Coussoulis Arena. AST is sponsoring the Coyote Howl at this game. The
club who registers the most students in attendance will receive $100.
Let's get out there and show Bakersfield just what kind of a school we
are!
Wear your Coyote Pack shirt and get free stuff at the game, and keep
earning points towards the Back the Pack and the Coyote Blue Awards.
Currently LBSA is in the lead for the Back the Pack Award (most
participation) and the Zetas are ahead in points for the Coyote Blue (most
spirited). For additional points and to have an active role in the game
join the 542 Crew to pass out pizzas, throw candy, and just get crazy.
Come in costume, or get a wig and blue paint from the Coyote Pack table
by 7 pm. The craziest 542 Crewmember will get a FREE CSUSB
Sweatshirt.
On Friday February 8, 2002, Coyote Pack and ASI will sponsor two
rooter buses going out to Cal State LA to cheer on our team. Tickets arc
$5 for Coyote Packers and $10 for all others. Price includes
transportation, game admission, party at CSULA with pizza and soda,
and a Coyote pom-pom. Buses will leave campus at 4:30 pm sharp from
the bus loop at the main entrance of campus.

F^more details or to fan
Coyote Pack
contact the A/umni OfHce
at
(909) 830-500^.
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k][hese Sisters Have S.O.U.L.

The Founding Sisters of SOUL pose

By Shareena C. Clark
Assistant News Editor
[ There is a new group on
:; mpus! It is about time we broke
{monotony! The new organization
creatively called SOUL, that is
jtCTS Of Unity and Love.
SOUL's sole mission is "To
bmote community involvement by
fing community service, giving
liolarships, and for women to
line together and uplift their
mmunities. We also want to help
i who are

P r e s i d e n t
Lakeisha Carter,
Vice President
D a n i e l l e
W i l l i a m s ,
Secretary Myra
Womack, and
Advisor Missy
Levingston.
Meetings
are
held every other
ThiiTsday in the
Open Lounge
(formerly
the
copy center), and
that
are
all
interested are
encouraged to
attend. "Just show
up!"
Syreeta
exclaimed.There
is no initiation fee,
here. SOUL hopes to improve community involvement
no greek letters,
no
silly
hazing
rituals,
just show up
privileged to get to college," said
State
history,
and
be
apart
of
Cal
Syreeta Penn, SOUL board member.
SOUL
is
a
love-based
SOUL has been an official
organization since the beginning of organization that has all the growing
the winter quarter, and already have potential of a national park redwood.
planned a "gong show" (April 10'*'), "I hope when I come back in 20
and a minority health fair for the years, people will be here [in the
spring. Two mentoring programs SOUL Organization] doing for the
have also been started up at San community, and making school a
Gorgonio High School, and San better place to be," explained
Bernardino High School. SOUL is Syreeta. Indeed, SOUL is an
in cahoots with the Cross-Cultural organization that is badly needed at
Center, and has many events coming CSUSB, and in the surrounding
community. Keep up the superb
soon enough.
FOUL'S officers consist of work, y'all!

T^e

Pot

Upcoming Events
February 25, 2(K)2
What: Single Parent Support
Where: ASI Lounge
When: 5pm-6pm
Presented by the Adult Re-Entry
Center

February 27, 2002
;^bat; The Nest of the Wise
Inhere: ASI Lounge
ivhen: 12noon-lpm and 6praPresented by the Adult Re-Entry
Center
What: Sexual Assault Prevention
^Where: Event Center B & C
JWhen: 7pm-9pm
•esented by Women's Resource
Center
xbruary 28, 2002
7hat: Single parent Support;,
|Where: ASI Lounge
|Wben: 12noon-rlpm
Presented by the Adult Re-Entry
Center

^ 1 .Which former slave and noted.;
abolitionist edited and published;
The North Star, an abolitioni^5.|
, newspaper? ,
•
a) Phillis Wheatley
b) Benjamin Banneker
;
c) Fredrick Douglass
{
2. The 15* Amendment, which
granted African-Americans the
right to vole, was passed on
which date?
a) February 3, 1870
b) July 14,1889
^
c) November 19,
3. Which civil rights activist
gained notoriety in the late
nineteenth century for her
scathing editorials denouncing,
racial injustice?
a) Sojourner Truth
b) Zora Neaie Hurston
c) Ida B.Wells
v

5-:'

2002-2003
CSUSB Scholarship Applications are now being accepted
Apply on-line at
http://finaid.csusb.edu
DEADLINE: March 1. 2002
To be considered for need-based scholarships, you must complete the 2002-2003 Free Application for
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) by Fehruarv 10. 2002. Please submit completed autobiographical
statement and letters of recommendation to the Financial Aid Office (UH-150), or call (909) 880-7399.
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CROSSLINE...

Just when you think you are
1 out- They pull you back in.

A & E Editor

KING TACO
Located: Locations through
out Los Angeles
Portions: Average
Price: Average
Service: Good
Taste: Average-Good
King Taco is Mexican
food. Let me re-phrase that, the
only way you are going to find
! Mexican food that is more au- j
i thentic is to drive to Mexico, j
i King Taco is a small chain in j
I Los Angeles, that even movie |
' execs will sit down and enjoy ;
I a meal at. HINT: Be prepared i
^ to read a Spanish menu and or- ;
i der in Spanish. Taco King is fa- j
^ mous for their burritos, and that j
j they should be! The only thing !
1 not worth ordering on the menu j
are the nachos, they are straight
out of 7-11. Next time you're ;
, in L.A., anytime you're crav- i
ing Mexican food, King Taco's
the place.

CLUB MED
********

Located: Sunset Blvd,
Hollywood
Portions: Good
Price: Good /Expensive
Service: Excellent
Taste: Excellent
Club Med is a posh
Mediterranean restaurant that
sits overlooking Sunset Blvd.
! right before you hit Beverly
Hills. This is the place to go if
you want to sit amongst stars
S for a mid-afternoon luncheon.
' The-food here is amazing! If
' you've never tried Mediterra; nean, this would be the place
to find out what it's all about.
1 recommend the Chicken and
Mushroom Sandwich- it
comes served on this deli
cious bfead with melted
mozzarella and cucumber. I
would also suggest trying one
of their salads- believe me,
unlike like American saladsthey are flavorful and very
filling. The service at Club
Med is outstanding, the only
downside is that parking can
be a problem (which is
always true in LA). Club
Med is elegant, yet trendy,
but then again, what restau
rant isn't in the Hollywood/
Beverly area?

by Yazmine Alvarez
Staff Writer

Since 1995, the students in the
Communication practicum,
Comm 444A, involving televi
sion 'production, have been pro
ducing a television program dur
ing the fall and winter quarters
called Crossline. Faultline Ex
treme, Aftershock, and Faultline
2000 have been titles for the pro
gram in the past. This year will
be the show's second season and
seems to be coming on strong.
Students in the practicum are
responsible for the creation of the
show. There are up to 15 students
involved in the practicum, and
each has a specific task in the pro
duction of the program. Positions
such as graphics coordinator, line
runner, and show producer are each
filled by the students.
Every student involved in the
practicum must also create his or her
own segment for an episode to be
aired on Crossline. "This is their
show,"
commented
Mike •
Wichman, instructor of the
practicum and main coordinator of
Crossline. "They pick their own
topics for the show and are respon
sible for making it happen."
"This is a great stepping
stone for them in the professional
environment. This experience
; gives them a taste of the real
i world." Kico Velarde, student as^ sistant involved with Crossline,
i
hopes to gain experience and
; knowledge from his participation
in the program. "This ties in with
: what I want to do in life. The ex
perience will help me become a
! better producer later on," stated
i Velarde, who has currently been in
i the process of producing two inde} pendent films out of UCLA. The
i main focus for student involve-

Photo courtesy ojCraig^ Vatarde
The cast and crew of Crossline. From Right. Jen. Ron, John.Justin. Greg.Melissa,Gabe.Wef^y and Jason. Crossline is
produced by the students ofCal State San Bemardino's Communications Studies program. For more information,
please log on to http'J/Crossline/videolab.csusb.edu
ment with Crossline is to gain this
type of knowledge.
The ideas that come about for the
topics aired on Crossline range from
a variety of issues and are confronted
by the students during 3-5 minute
segment episodes aired. However,
news and controversial topics are the
main focus and are also the basis for
the show. Issues such as drinking
on campus are examples of past
items discussed during the program.
An upcoming issue that deals with
strip clubs leading to prostitution, a
topic thought of by the Chronicle's
very own A&E editor, and student
in the practicum, Melissa Adamson,
is said to air along with other issues

aired in the future. There is also won
in coming segments of Crossline.
There on the set, they focus on out that sometime next year, thecU
issues in a laid back atmosphere. The pus will have its own channel, cl
television program has a setting such nel 3, and CSUSB will have
as The View, where it consists of a cess of the channel and will con
main table with the host and inter airing Crossline on that specific
viewed guests. Outside on the patio tion.
Upcoming episodes include
area on the second level of Univer
sity Hall, the show has an audience on pornography, fraternities, co
that is able to interact with the host athletics and more. Crossline is
currently being aired on KCSB,|
and the guests of the show.
Crossline is said to have a poten community access channel, on
tial of a hundred thousand viewers ied time slots 3 times a week.
and is also great exposure to CSUSB Friday, KCSB will even be runain|
and the Communications Depart an all day marathon of last seasons''
ment. There is said to be discussions episodes of Crossline. Next time you
on new outlets and new channels flick on your television, tune in to
such as PAX for the program to be Crossline- Badda Bing!

WILD

Peking Inn Chinese Restaurant
4434 University Parkway
909-880-2825
We are pleased to offer 10 percent off any regu
lar dish for rSlISB students, staff and faculty.
Not valid on lunch special & combo & family package or with any ^
other coupons. This offer expires 03-01-2002. Please present this ad '
when you order.

The Wild Bunch consists of
a small group of Cal State
; music students. You can \.
Photo courtesy of John Emig
find the Wild Bunch
performing at almost all of \
the basketball games here on campus. The band consist prima
rily of brass intruments, but also includes guitar and drums. Next time you
' are out supporting our basketball team,, eheck out these musicians!
-

Road construction special: When you phone in^
and pick up your order you can get 15 percent;
off any regular order.

Thank you for doing business with us!
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(Rkytfim oj Lije
Comes ^five

• mance had nothing but
positive things to say
about the band. After
"the performance, stu
The jazz band Rhythm of Life per dents were asked to do a survey about
formed last week in the court yard of the band, which received great re
the Student Union, catching views. Many said that they would
everyone's attention, but the majority like to see Rhythm of Life perform
of the audience were people of the on campus again, and others said that
younger generation. Today, more they would like to go and see them
young people aren't only listening to perform at some of their gigs.
Rhythm of Life have been to
r&b music, but appreciating jazz mu
gether
for two and a half years and
sic as well. Jazz music has been around
specialize
in Jazz and Rhythm and
for many years, ever since the 1920's.
Blues.
The
band has performed at nu
Jazz music comes in many categories,
merous
occasions
including basket
from folk to swing to contemporary
ball
games,
on
campus
events, wed
and so on, and today jazz is heating
dings,
banquets,
special
events and
up the airwaves with many different
special
occasions.
Last
year
the band
moods.
The people who watched the perfor- performed at the Epic Entertainment
by Priscilla Thompson
Staff Writer

San
Bernardino
Celebrates
Gold:Derek
Parra Day
The City of San Bernardino, in con
junction with the San Bernardino Convention & Visitors Bureau and the San
Bernardino Area Chamber of Com

merce, will honor its hometown
Olympic champion on Tuesday, Feb
ruary 26 by announcing "Derek Parra
Day" in San Bernardino. The City is
planning an action packed day for
Parra, beginning on Monday night at
10pm when he arrives at Ontario Air
port. Parra will be greeted by the
Mayor, the City Clerk and friends and
family. At 7am Tuesday morning,
Parra will be honored at the State of
the City Address, theii at 10a.m, a full
parade for Parra starts at The National
Orange Show followed by a rally at
11am, a speech from Parra at
noon,and then a Derek Parra Dinner
at 5:30.

Center, and this year at the end of
March, the band will perform at the
Black Faculty and Staff Scholarship
banquet.
The band has a weekly gig, per
forming every Friday night from
8:00 PM to midnight, at Jag's Res
taurant in Riverside. The address is
1725 Spruce Street off of Chicago
for those of you who are interested
in seeing Rhythm of Life inaction.
For more information regarding
the Jazz band or upcoming shows,
please contact the Music Depart
ment at extension 5483.

Photo courtesy ofYahoo.com

All members of the community
are encouraged to come down to
the parade route to honor Parra.

BE CAREFUL WHAT YOU WISH FOR.
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OPENS FRIDAY, MARCH 8 IN THEATRES EVERYWHERE
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If You Missed it in
Theaters

MADE
NOT the sequel
to
Swingers! but by the same
team, minus the director, and
just as funny, if not funnier.
by Ivan Fernandez
& Marcos Landin
Staff Writers
Movies reviewed will be graded on a
four-star system ranging from one (terrible)
to four (incredible).
However, instead of stars, we will use
"Snootchies" .like the ones used by Jay &
Silent Bob. They go as follows:
One star = Snootch
Two stars = Snootchie
Three stars = Snootchie Bootchie
Four stars = Snootch to the
Motherf@#$m Nootch!!

JOHN Q

A desperate father takes over an
emergency room with hostages in order to
save his dying son's life.

MARCOS: LEAVE YOUR BABIES AT
HOME!! Not because of the content of the
film but simply because they cry. Now that I
got that out of the way, see this movie. How
great of an actor is Denzel? Let me count
the ways: I)Crimson Tide 2) Glory 3)
Training Day 4) The Hurricane 5) John Q.
: How far would you go to save your
child?That's the question John Q has to face.
And face it, he does. There are nothing but
solid performances throughout this wellwritten and well-directed film.
: Well-wrltten indeed. You will
find many tension builders throughout the
film, which I will not discuss right now
because you need to go see it. It would be
even better if you were to see it at "Cinema
Star" in San Bernardino which has Dolby
Digital Sound in every one of it twenty
screening rooms.
IVAN: Did you forget to mention the
luxury love seats with retractable arms with
cup holders? The crotch does not make a
good cup holder, I can tell you that.
: Any movie that you see when
the audience "interacts" with the screen by
clapping, you know you've got a great film.
Once again, SEE THIS FILM.
IVAN: I wouldn't be surprised to see
grown men cry especially fathers. There are
many tense and moving moments in the film
and even your humble narrator found himself
a bit misty-eyed. While I wish the ending
would've punched me in the gut more, I can't
honestly say that I was disappointed.. SEE
THIS FILM!
MARCOS VOTES: Snootch to the
Motherf@#$in Nootch! I
IVAN VOTES: Snootchie Bootchies plus
1/2 (I really wanted to give it a four, it came
that close).
Before "John Q," we were treated with
the proverbial showing of trailers. Here are
our impressions of these upcoming films.

IVAN

MARCOS

MARCOS

TRAILER
IMPRESSIONS ON
THE
HEAT INDEX!
Graded by a "Heat" index:
"See this film" -

MEXICAN HOT SAUCE
"Check Reviews" -

WANNABE MEXICAN HOT SAUCE
"I don't think so" -

KETCHUP

BLADE II
MARCOS: I
want to see it.I
want to see it.I
want to see it.I
want to see it.I
want to see it.
IVAN: Lotsa
action, lotsa cool
shots, lotsa creepy
new villains and some hot chicks, ohh gothic la
la. Heat Index: MEXICAN HOT SAUCE

PANIC ROOM

MARCOS: I am
anxiously anticipating
this film, being that
David Fincher directed
it. If you don't know
who he is, he's directed
(in chronological order):
Alien 3, Seven, The
Game, Fight Club and
produced BMW films
on the web.
IVAN: As much as I want to see this film, if
I see this trailer one more time, GOD DAMN
IT, I'm going to panic.
Heat Index: MEXICAN HOT SAUCE.

ALL ABOUT
THE BEN
JAMIN'S

MARCOS: Looks
like a comedy with a
twist of action,
starring Ice Cube and
his cousin from Next
Friday.
IVAN: I'm not
much for rappers as
actors but I could
definitely tell that Ice
Cube's acting is getting better.
Heat Index: WANNABEE MEXICAN HOT

SAUCE

Disagree? Lonely? Then e-mail
Ivan & Marcos
at coyotemovieticket@hotmaiI.com
*Special thanks to Kamron Myers and Cinema
Star Luxury Theaters in San Bernardino for
the tickets*

IVAN: Two guys are trying
to get it made in the mob,
courtesy of one Peter Faulk
(Columbo). Vince Vaughn
and Jon Favreau keep the
laughs and fun going
throughout the whole film.
: Everyone can
relate to this film because
everyone has a friend like
Vince Vaughn's character.
The film wouldn't have
been the same without him,
being that he is the
contributing force for the
laughter.
van: Try to keep track
of the numerous cameos in
the film, including a certain
someone from "Saved by
the Bell." One question: is
it Diddy or Daddy? You'll see
what I mean.
MARCOS: I liked Jon
Favreau's rough style of
directing. He used a lot of
handheld shots. It makes you
feel like you're watching an
independent film which is

MARCOS

I

RESIDENT
what you're really watching.
IVAN VOTES: it was
good, I enjoyed it-1 give this
one a Snootchie Bootchie.

MARCOS VOTES: I UKED

this movie a little more than
Ivan, so I"m giving it an
enthusiastic
score
of
Snootchie Bootchies plus a
half..

Disagree? Lonely?
Then
e-mail Ivan & Marcos

at

COYOTEMOVIETICKET
@H0TMAIL.C0M

March 15

BLADE II:
March 27

SPIDER-MAN
THE MOVIE:
May 3

SFA R W A R
EPISODEII
ATTACK OF THEI
CLONES:
May 24

MEN IN
BLACK 2:
July 3

WINDTALKERS:
November 19

THE LORD OF
THE RINGS-THE
Two TOWERS:
December 18

It's what's
inside
that counts

Fed!

t FedEx Ground,
FedEx's fastest-growing division, every employee has a
chance to realize a rewarding future. We offer training to
foster advancement into management, communications or
technology. We have five different 3-5-hour shifts to fit your
schedule. For college students, we have an excellent tuition
assistance program!

Package Handlers
Year-round positions. You will manually load/off-load
packages from trailers and vans. Requires excellent
physical stamina and range of movement, including the
ability to independently lift up to 75 lbs., work In hot or
cold temperature extremes, and read/verify labels,
charts and numbers.
We offer $9-$9.50/hr. (depends on shift), weekly paychecks,
employee recognition and more. To apply, call our Rlalto
Hub Job Hotline at 909-879-7112 or visit www.fedex.com
and click "Careers." Be prepared
to complete an extensive online
application at our facility. EOE
GrOUnd

m
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InlsBectuai Prmperity In tfMR
21 it Century
SpomofwJ byScudlnnt UmonAjikik FU Cniry Cenw
bpm .6pm
S<u(lm( Onion E««nu C#n(«r &ft.C

MONPAY,4
Noontime Bandi
S^6<viOf*4
yn^an
8<anj
Noon • Ipm
I
S(%H|em Ufiofv CourtyaH

FRIDAY, 1

SM Perewts

Mc4iuJ A Mktitit Cereer E^po
Sponjowrti &]r
Medka^ A»o«ntK*»
fam 4pm
JvtowCer^er

Sbn^ent Uwiwi AiSi^
fk^6nifyC«^oir
Studies In the Bible Clurt> Heedng
S(«>ftK*ied by; Studies i
Student

CA fbwu&tgiLiCeniharfe Rrojieet
St>eak*rfLe<ture
%ionsored by.
OlIbrrM
& Uter^cure Project
7:90^ • 4]^
Smdem Ui-khv £venu Cemer

Board Rooen

Scudent Loen
Sporaored by
$aad^(A<c«uni»
tOam • M am
Student Umon Evcna Center C

HA.PS.Wte^ Hee^f
Sponsored By.
MedCdAMoeiaucn Pfo-MeHtis Senrtce*
Nma ' Ipm
LMton Board Boom

ASt Finance ^ard Meeting
fCkun • Noon
Seudam Union Board RmMn

The Net* of theWhe
Sponsored t^:
Student Union
AcMt iUx&t^ Center
bon • Ipm &
Noon

*

Hetre City Church Swviee
Hecro Oty Church
Unon E-wks CenbH-

ASI Sp«aker Series
-Fighting milk Tlcbetf'^
SpwKjred by
Associated Studenei Inc
Noon - Jlptn
Student Union Events Cwt^crA

Newman CatinoBc Mlrdstry Meeting
Nvwman Caihoik F««aw»Np
drJOpm ' 9p«n
^udeni Union Rreplaco Lourg*!
CW> 475-i3^

flo4oca4Be Speajasf
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Cross CoHtarai Omer
Noon • Ipm
Uitton Events ^nter C

Le-tV Go to the Getty MLKCum
Fielder^
Transpofcaoon pro^^dod
Bus Leeres prompdy at 9am from
ParfcuTj UH C (ty Uri'veniity Ha*)
bnxtt
Sponsored By
StudeK Union AdUt Re-Ew?
and Arxopia
8:3G>am • 4pm
{•909) 0aO-S2i1

ASI Board oC Directtwi Meeting
Sponsored by:

Auocuted Seudens* bic.
Noon • 2pn»
; Ur>on Board Room

6-inch Sub

<tn

Oaa Coupon par euMemw. Net valM wmi any Mharoffor.
Olfai* (BlJd at thia location onl)( Exciudas fraah value maals<

L...

Only a NUMa from Citaiata
Uiwrtaon Bhoi^ae Cantar)

Subway Sendwichet
41S4N. Sierra Way
San Bernanllno CA 92407
(909) 8BB.334)

Student Union Corner
SeKual Assault Preuention
\lrt!wnl«l liy: Antlnny idslrt

vviwmviutuuwffcf

February 27,2002
8pm

or iBe lidts ^Bdt« raiK ilrugs

CvHits Center ifiC

•PaltfiB of perpeUators, rapids anB molestm
lepaimiQatlMi
liomNH Resacrce Cesler
•Safety for one stU Md one's loved
Hott^ Reside^i^ life
•fltsenloeiiess
aRJA
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XJSuLounge

ASI - Free Monde Ntffti
*'Ne<: AatetiterTeen Pletvie'*
Free Pcta^Dnrdu
Sponsored By;
Aitoc^Ccd Studerks
6pm • l^pm
Evenu Cemer BAC

THURSDAY, 7
Coumekn^ day
SpofiMifed By
Admlssiom & Recruitmervt
7»evi - 4pm
Stutfe^ Umm fvwm Center

oyoie 4Z!ht'£i.

Buy one 6" Sub A a Large Drink and Get a
Second 6" Sub of Equal or Lesser Value Free

AIE

Soitdent

NMt» PgrtcSM.

vSUBUJRV^

^
4

WEDNESDAY, 6

TUESDAY, S

SUNDAY, 3

BW
Hma

Pubtic t4ejdth A Bloteerobm Review
5pofl40rod br
Efw^ofvnenul HSa
4;iOpm • 8pm
Student Union Cwnts Centcf A

SeaHd BSSMK CoBRstiKs•« be
•wBlloWf olltr neoeolitieii1m

The Coyote
Chronicle
wants to
hear from
you:
Give us your
feedback.:
Call US at
(909) 880-5289,
E-mail us at
5bchron@csusb.edu
or drop us a line
at UH-037
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Spomorod By:
Ho»«c Oeparcment
l.pm- 11:30pm
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ECONO LUBE N' TUNE & BRAKES
15% OFF REGULAR PRICE
OF ANY SERVICE WITH LD.
1685 W.KENDALL DR.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92407
909-880-6021

Come on
down!!!
...to your Denny's at
5975 North Palm Avenue
for a Grand Slam or
French Slam breakfast
for only $4.19.
Save over $1.50.
Offer good only at this location and between
10 p.m. and 5 a.m. Sunday-Thursday.
Not Valid Friday/Saturday Nights.

crtlJOiMfypaulttitiiifta

CHRONICLE CLASSIFIEDS

Attention Businesses:

If you would like to place a classi
fied advertisement with the Coyote
Chronicle, please contact Robin
Larsen at (909) 880-5818 for prices
and availability.

pa

SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE -- Camp Wayne, NE PA. Counselor Specialists for
all Land/Water Sports: Tennnis; Golf; Outdoor Adventure - Climbing/Ropes,
Camping, Mtn. Biking; Boating/ Sailing/ Waterskiing; Roller Hockey; Rock
etry; Arts &Crafts, Theatre; Radio; Video; and more! RNS FOR HEALTH CEN
TER. April Campus Interviews. Online application at www.campwayne.com;
Call 1-888-549-2963 (516-883-3067); email info@campwayne.com. Camp
Wayne, 55 Channel Drive, Port Washington NY 11050.

The Susan G. Komen Breast Can
cer Foundation has granted your
Student Health Center an award
to offer FREE Mammograms to
eligible Students. Call (909)8805241

cdfx
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~Robert Nesta Marley Zion Train
John J. Eddy

Executive
Editor

!,1;

If you have an opinion, or just want to share your experiences with
our readers, please send them in to edinchief@hotmaii.com
Coyote Chronicle funds and make
us work without any compensation
at the beginning of the fall quarter.
Collectively, each year we
publish 24 issues of the Coyote
Chronicle, and for the first 12 issues
we worked not only without pay, we
worked without a printer, camera or
any assistance, motivational or
fiscal, from the College of Arts and
Letters. The College refused to
shell out a hundred or so dollars to
repair our original printer, and forced
us to take whatever action we could
to get the paper finished on time
each week. We spent each weekend
traveling back and forth between the
campus and Kinko's, just so we
could print out a copy of the paper
to send to the newspaper printers.
Luckily, the Communications
Department reimbursed us the
money we spent at Kinko's, but how
can a College reimburse the time we
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Kappa Delta Announces 12th Annua|(
Shamrock Event for Charity

Don't gain the world and lose your soul. Wisdom
is better than silver and gold.

It has been an
interesting week
'down here in the
dungeon... I was pleased with the
verbal feedback I received from a
handful of students who both read
this editorial column and know me
personally. They mentioned that
opening up my life in such a public
forum was courageous, even ballsy,
and I appreciated the compliments
on my character, but I had not
intended to write to receive
accolades or recognition.
I wrote last week for various
reasons, both private and public. I
hoped to break the ice with some of
you out there who are talented
writers, to invite you to share your
own experiences here at Cal State
San Bernardino with the rest of the
student body. The Opinion/Editorial
section of this paper is open to the
views and statements of all students,
and I hope that as time progresses,
the section will be utilized as a public
forum to discuss different sides of
campus issues and to generate a loud
buzz around campus.
Personally, I wrote out of love,
respect and in honor of my parents
who have for the past 23 years put
their lives on hold to provide for
mine. This year has been extremely
hard on my family ever since the
Administration of the College of Arts
and Letters decided to pull the

:r—<3E

lost on studying for classes,
researching and writing term papers,
and spending time with our families?
We were made to pay for the past
Chronicle's years of failure, singled
out and put on a short leash, to
sacrifice ourselves this year so that
we could rebuild the foundation of
the new Coyote Chronicle, to set the
precedence for continued success for
many years to come.
Last week was one of our best.
The College of Arts and Letters
administration decided at a closed
meeting that the staff of the
Chronicle would finally be
compensated, but remain unsure as
to how they are going to do it. We
had earned enough money over fall
quarter to cover printing costs, build
a financial cushion and pay the

--Ea-Lightened
Continue on page 17

In Remembrance of Daniel Pearl

This past Thursday, U.S. officials confirmed the
murder of Wall Street journalist Daniel Pearl. According
to reports, evidence of Pearl's death was sent in the form
of a videocassette that was anonymously delivered to
the U.S. Consulate in Karachi, Pakistan.
"Danny's senseless murder lies beyond our
comprehension," the family said in an official statement.
"Danny was a beloved son, a brother, an uncle, a husband,
and a father to a child who will never know him."
The forces of terror took Pearl's life from him and
it reminds us just how vulnerable and valuable each
one of our own lives is.
We honor Daniel Pearl's courage during his
abduction and for paying the ultimate price for
freedom. He was a man who was doing his job,
reporting news on the War on Terror, hoping to
give some insight into the madness. Instead, he became the focus of that madness, as fear and hatred
cut him down, taking his last breath of life with
no signs of
remorse.
We send our condolences to his family and friends throughout the world during these tough and trying
times, as they now must learn to cope with a life void of Daniel Pearl, especially his unborn child who will
learn of its father through stories, video tapes and his writing, having never had the chance to be held in
Daniel's arms. May God above send angels of comfort to Daniel's loved ones and still have it in the heart to
show sympathy and compassion to those who were responsible for this heinous, evil act.

Anthropology Club ALPACA Upcoming Events
Mar. 2, Sat. 9:30 AM, The Archaeological Survey Association of Southern California is putting on
an event based on the "CSUSB Archaeological Field School: Last Year's Results and This Year's
Opportunities". It will be held in the auditorium of the San Bernardino County Museum, Orange Tree
Lane, Redlands. Guest Speakers: Dr. Donn Grenda, Daniel McCarthy and Dr. Pete Robertshaw.

The members of the California State University S
Bernardino Chapter of Kappa Delta Sorority are proud to h
their 12'^ Annual Shamrock Event for the prevention of ch.
abuse. In-N-Out will be present for the Shamrock Event i
effort to help Kappa Delta Sorority fundraise. The tickets
be five dollars each and this will include a complete meal frflSijl
In-N-Out, and also your name will be added into a raffle. Thi| \
event will be held Wednesday, March 6, 2002 in front of the f
Pfau
Library
from
11:00AM
3:OOPM.|l
Thousands of Kappa Deltas across the country will be
working together in the fund-raiser to benefit local affilia^
and chapters of Prevent Child Abuse America (PCAA),
the
sorority's
national
philanthropy.
Eighty percent of the funds collected will remain li
Beaumont, California, for the Children's Hospital,
remaining 20 percent will go to the PCAA fftr
nationwide
public
awareness
prograim
Founded in 1897, Kappa Delta Sorority began supporti
PCAA in 1981, and began the annual nationwide Shamro
Event in 1983. More than $4.5 million has been raise
through the Shamrock event to benefit child abus
prevention
efforts
across
the
countr)
IVe at the Coyote Chronicle cherish and
respect the freedom of speech. Become
informed, know your rights.
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Letter to the Editor:

Cal State San Bernardino Faculty
JjSenate Adopt 'Buck' Resolution

Mike F. Grad Student, talks about his college
experience with the some of the faculty here at
Cal. State San Bernardino

its Febniary 5, 2002 meeting, the
ISU San Bernardino
•acuity Senate
idopted the following
esolution:

lesolution in
iupport of Pro
cessor VInce
ick's Open
tter to Chanillor Reed
EREAS With the
hin on state revenues
aused by the State of
photo courtesy of CSUF
Mifomia's purchases of
Professor Buck (left) Recieves an award•fro
from Dr.
nergy during last year's
Gordon, both from Cat. Stale Fullerton
Tisis and a continued
mkening of the state's
sconomy and the resulting decline in WHEREAS, Without a speedy and
stile
revenues, the California State agreeable settlement of the contract,
£
tRiversily is facing a difficult and such unity will not be possible;
^1tidlenging time in the coming months therefore be it RESOLVED, That the
y^l|d possibly years; and WHEREAS, Faculty Senate of California State
State's budget crisis has come at a University, San BemarditK) embraces
le when the California State the message put forth by California
ivcrsity System is facing a crisis of State University. Fullerton Professor
own in lack of space and decline in Vince Buck in his open (e-mail) letter
ure-lrack faculty, and just as to the California State University
iially large enrollment increases Chancellor Charles Reed in which
h year for the foreseeable future will Professor Buck stressed the need for
etch existing resources to" the leadership on the part of the Chancellor
king point; and WHEREAS, It is and the Board of Trustees, the need for
professionalism and the respect in
iperalive to maintain access and
alify education for increasing communications hx)m the California
,bers of students; and WHEREAS, State University, and the need to
involve the California State
^is crisis for the California State
\^^ivers\\y Sysvcm caWs for new forms University faculty earlier in the
of leadershipand cooperation, and the decision making process; and be it
ifjiculty Senate of California State further RESOLVED, That the
Oiiversity, San Bernardino agrees with Faculty Senate of California State
Chancellor Reed's call for unity to University, San Bernardino calls
have faculty, staff, and administration upon Chancellor Reed to provide the
ited speaking with one voice to the
necessary tb bring
vcrnor. the Legislature, and the contract negothitkiQS_U) an agreeable
tprs-ol'thc State of California about conclusion and provideTbr the unity
necessary for the California State
budiieiaiy needs of the California
University; and WHEREAS, University System to fulfill its role
ty will not be pcissible until the and responsibility to the citizens of
llor and the Board of Trustees California, and be it further
RESOLVED. That the Chair of the
e first steps tochange the faculty
tion that the Chancellor and the Faculty Senate of California State
University, San
Bernardino
of Trustees distrust and lack
for the faculty, a perception that communicate this resolution to
communicated to the faculty when Chancellor Charles Reed, to the
e bypassed in decision-making Chair of the Board of Trustees, to
,ses and gets communicated to Professor Vince Buck, to the Chair
vernor, the Legislature, and the of the System-wide Academic
lie in the California State Senate, and to all Academic/Faculty
iversity's extreme and intransigent Chairs in the California State
University System.
pbsition in the bargaining process; and

Do you have
something
to say? Do
you have an
opinion related
to this University?
Do you like to
write ?Send your
letters to the Edi
tor. Keep them un
der 500 words, and
be sure to add your
name and social se
curity number (to
verify you are a stu
dent), and email
tbem to the editor

At
edirdM@lx)dTiail.ocxn

In my first quarter here, I
was taking a capstone course
and most of the students in the
class did not like the professor
because he was difficult, but I
liked
the
challenge.
There were three midterms and
before the last midterm, he
asked if anyone knew how to
whistle. I thought he wanted
the students' attention so I
yelled to quite the crowd.
He looked at me, made a
quirky gesture and used the
silence to give instructions to
the class. Afterwards, he started
to hand out the tests and when
he came to me, he said I was
brown-nosing and that I would
get my test last. I went from
zero to full-seethe in about 2
seconds flat. 1 had to convince
myself not to give him his first
lesson in Chinese kick- boxing
for
free.
(Normally I would have
given the incident some time
and
then
appropriately
confronted the offending
party. However, reasoning
that if a person who was able
to engage, in &uch obviously
childish behavior :<but who
nonetheless held a PHD) was
going to evaluate me for a
final grade in his course, I
couldn't trust him to be
objective about my grade, so

Lambda Tbeta Pbi
Fraternity to Host
Upcoming Events
On Thursday, February 21, Lambda
Theta Phi fraternity will be
teaching free latin dance lessons
such as salsa and merengue. In the
Pine Room from 8pm-10pm. it is
open to all students and admission
is free. Lessons will be taught by myself
and several brothers with the help of
several
female
friends.
Our fraternity will be having our
quartCTly ftindraising party to be held at
Carlos 'O Briens in downtown San
Bernardino on Wednesday,
February 27 from 9pm-2am.

I opted not to confront.)
He gave.me the test, but I
remember very little of the test
because I was so angry. I
finished it as fast as I could,
turned it in and left. As I was
walking across campus in the
doghouse of life, actually
questioning why I was here at
all, I thought of an experience 1
had while here for transfer day
some months before. I had the
opportunity to sit in on an
educational
seminar
that
different departments gave on
transfer days. I sat in with the
chair of a student friendly
department. He explained to me
in no uncertain terms that he was
here for me and indeed without
students, professors do not have
jobs. However, he added that
unfortunately, not all academic
professionals realize this. The
professor/student relationship
can not be mutually exclusive.
I walked out of his office on
top of the world — he had been
there for me — both academically
and personally — in a significant
way. In fact, as a direct result of
that conversation, I am now
approaching graduation with my
Master's Degree, which just goes
to show how one seemingly
meaningless incident can be
anything
but.
Life is like that sometimes.

Campus Crusade For Christ
Auuouuces Eveut

The "Celebration of Culture" scries sponsored by Campus Crusade
for Christ will be featuring the European Culture on Thursday,
February 28. at 7pm in the Sycamore room 61 the Lower Commons,

Glorious Hair Salon
177 West 40th Street
Scin Bernardino, CA 92407
(909) 881-0633
Ask for Sharon

LOMA LINDA UNIVERSIIY
Are you a good listener? Do you like giving helpful advice?

L

Consider a career in Marital and Family Therapy.

oma Linda University's Marital and Family Therapy faculty would like nothing better than to help you develop
your "people" skills and talents into a very rewarding career. We've designed our programs for full-time students, as
well as for working adults who can only attend school part-time.
^
I .O.M.X I.IMIA
Earn your MS, DMFT, or PhD* in Marital and Family Therapy at Loma Linda University. Our
iMVKitsrn
MS program is fully AA^i/IFT-accrcdited, and we are working coward accreditation for our doctoral
programs. If you want strong academic and clinical training with a Christian emphasis, consider Loma
Linda. The choke ts up to you. Call toll-free {S66) 558-6277, e-mail bjones@ntft.llu.edti, or write to:

Mary E. Moline, PhD; Graduate School, Griggs Hall 209;
IjOma Linda University; Loma Linda, GA. 92350
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CHRYSLER PT CRUISERS!

NEW 2002

^2990
SHAVER 01SC

S1«,76S
-S277S

,NETCOST...„S13,9SO

(VIN308,635)

NEW

Over 100 In Stock
Ready For
Immediate Delivery

2002 JEEP VVRANGLER 4X4

^2.990
MSai>—
,..._S15,81S
SHAVER otsc^^-silis

1 at this
price.

{VIN 719373)
NEW

2002 CHRYSLER VOYAGER

*13l990*
MSRR
SHAVER DISC

$19,795
$3305

SALE PRICE...$15,990

1 at this
price.

MFC REBATE
KiallllLfiCfl

|(VIN 552604)

NEW

$2500

Pass, Auto, Air,
AM/FM Cass. & More!
7

2002 CHRYSLER SEBRING LX

*13l990*
MSflP
SHAVER WSC

SIS.SOO
-S3010

SALE PRia,.515,490
MfG REBATE
SOO
NET C0Sf^«-»^S13.V90

NEW

1 at this
price.

Auto, Air,
(VIN 164722) AM/FM Cass. & More!

2002 JEEP LIBERTY 4X4

^19990*
1 at this
price.
tvtN

Auto, Air, P/S,

mimi

SHAVER
A U T O

C E N T E R

7 Year-100,000* Mile Powertrain Protection
C
\

XHl \ '7 year of 10O.OOCKm^le pav^erirain ProlfCl on on all
2001
CLI^ wand 2O02 vehicles. See dealer for a copy of this limHsd warranity.
Ncnrransfufablo. a dedJCtiOlo applies.

Over SI MILLION INVENTORY OF GOOD, CLEAN USED VEHICLES!

CIIHYSLHR
wvvw.shaverautocGnter.com

770 Showcase Dr.,
San Bernardino
r 909.889.9911 or 1.888.245.2778 forLim f
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OIL CHANGE!

Paid Advertorial

February 25, 2002

Associated Students, Incorportated

Money for
Education

Pizza, with
the President

ASI Advertorial

Presents

Lee Rittenburg

Scholarship money donated
by ASI is available to qualified
students for the 2002-2003
academic year.
The donation of $31,000 will
be supplemented by a
university endowment of
approximately $5,000, making
possible 36 scholarships of

Attorney at Law

Speaker Highlights
•Founder of Traffic Defender^
•Graduate of Loyola Law
School
•Claims 70% case victory

Join I^*resident Albert Kamig in an Of)cn forum discussion.

Tuesday, February 26
2p,rrL
Event Center B & C

$1,000.

Scholarships will be awarded
to continuing students
demonstrating academic
ability, financial need, and
community involvement. The
minimum cumulative grade
point average requirement is
2.0 for undergraduate students
and 3.0 for graduate students.
The application deadline for
ASI scholarships and all oncampus scholarships is March
1. Students may visit the
financial aid office web page
at http://finaid.csusb.edu to
apply online. An interactive
application is available.
For more information, call
the financial aid office at (909)
880-7399.>

Topic
Traffic Violations

Legal
Questions?

When
March 5, Tuesday
12 noon

If so, the College
Legal Clinic Invites
to Attorney Night

Where
Event Center A

•Consult with a practicing attorney
•Receive an attorney referral
•Choose from 10 attorneys
•Faculty and staff pay minimal fee
•Located in SU-144A
For more information, call (909) 880-5936
or email us at asiclc@csusb.edu.

•
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Continued front page 14
^ally have a great faculty and .staff
hi) are very student-based and they
beyond the call of duly," said ASI
P of University Affairs Juan Luna.
"If we care about education then
e need the money we spend on our
iucation to be used for education,
Irather than the growing CSU
[bureaucracy," said Jill Messing,
ICSUSB student intern with CPA
[chapter. "It's not the administrators
who are in the classrooms, it's -the
teachers who don't get benefits or any
sense of job security."
Yet some administrators did start
outintheclassroiim. Dr. Kamig stated
that he had taught in the classrtx)m at
virtually all levels, from introductory
courses to honors clas.ses and all the
way up to doctoral seminars. "I
believe my background makes it quite
easy to understand both positions. I
am very supportive of many of the
CPA s goals. However, I believe the
best strategy is to seek additional
funding from the state, rather than
employing internal reallcx:ations that
may significantly impair important
missions of the university, including
anirse availability and access."
The internal reallocations
mentioned by Kamig remain in the
center of the debate. The CPA
continue to argue against the
redisiribution of such alliK'ated funds
as the Faculty Early Retirement
Pfugiain .set
by
the CSU
, administration. These funds find their
way into the growing CSU
•administntioii. which increa.scd by
uicarly 43'/, since 1905. and the new
pmputcr database, the Common
Mana'tement System.
^ CPA argues thai t!)e sa\ ings made
iff ol the retirement program would
iCMitricient to fuiui laculty Service

Campus:
Bakcrsfield
Channel Islands
Chico
Dom. Hills
Fresno
Fullerton
Hayward
Humboldt
Long Beach
LOS Angeles
Maritime
Monterey Bay
Northridge
Pomona
Sacramento
Sun Bernardino
San Diego
San Francisco
San Jose
San Luis Obispo
San Marcos
Sonoma
Stanislaus

7/01/97

7/01/98 7/01/99 7/01/00 7/01/01 Avg Annual Increase
8.37%
9.46%
8.63%
5.74%
8.74%
8.37%
8.26%
7.62%
8.37%
861%
8.74%
5.81%
4.20%'
7.19%
8.50%
8.76%
6.47%
8.61%.
8,61%
8.37%
9.29%

Thomas Archttega $145,560 $163,032 $184,812 $196,824 $200,772
Evans/Rush
$139,320 $146,292 $164,244 $172,004 $200,004
Manuel Esteban
$147,084 $164,736 $188,532 $200,784 $204,804
Carter/Lyons
$168,000 $185,040 $193,368 $205,932 $210,030
John Weity
$157,716 $178,224 $203,004 $216,192 $220,524
Milton Gordon
$148,236 $166,032 $188,232 $200,460 $204,480
Norma Rees
$148,860 $165,240 $187,308 $200,424 $204,444
Alistair McCronc
$151,368 $166,512 $186,948 $199,104 $203,088
Robert Maxson
$175,032 $196,044 $222,240 $236,688 $241,420
James Rosscr
$169,116 $191,112 $216,648 $230,716 $235,356
Aspiund/Eisenhardt $132,324 $142,920 $162,012 $172,548 $185,004
Peter Smith
$162,468 $177,096 $190,620 $199,680 $203,676
Wilson.Kenncdy/Kocsier $173,088 $175,005 $199,752 $200,004 $204,012
Bob Suzuki
$152,304 $166,020 $188,196 $197,136 $201,084
Donald Gerth
$167,436 $187,536 $212,568 $227,448 $232,008
Albert Karnig
$145,008 $162,420 $185,892 $198,900 $202,884
Stephen Weber
$176,964 $194,664 $218,556 $222,924 $227,388
Robert Corrigan
$163,032 $184,236 $208,848 $222,420 $226,872
Robert Caret
$157,284 $177,732 $201,468 $214,560 $218,856
Warren Baker
$180,708 $202,404 $229,440 $244,356 $249,252
Alexander Gonzalez $140,208 $160,188 $183,336 $195,264 $200,004
Ruben Arminana
$157,908 $178,440 $202,284 $215,436 $219,756
Marcalene Hughes
$146,592 $162,720 $184,464 $196,920 $200,838

Total

$1.56,766 $173,637 $195,773 $207,250 $212,894

Step Increases, hire more tenure-track
faculty rather than temporary lecturers,
underwrite lecturer health benefits,
pntvide stipends for department chairs,
ensure pay parity for counselors and
reduce the workload and improve the
quality of education. CPA believes
they found the pot of gold, but CSU
administrators differ in opinion.
FYom the official record of the fact
finding committee, the CSU stated its
sole reason for refusal to allow the
allocated funds to be used toward
laculty compensation was that to do
so. "would necessitate a reduciioti in
our budgetary expenditure for such
Items as increased siuJeni

enrollment." The CSU funher stated
that they could be forced to deny
enrollment to the future students.
Yet it is the future students that (he
administration is banking on for the
pntsperity of the CSU system. The
Gox cmors office relea.sed a proposed
budget earlier this year lor the 20022003 school yetirin which an increase
ol" llt).9 million, or 4.5'7r, from the
general fund would be iillocafed to
fully fund the projected emoilment
incicase lor an additional 12.030 fulltime students cxiaected to enroll next
veai.
"W'!'-'
trcii'-. shifting the
amoun' ol'.:'c;clicated '..waul

8.61%

8.19%

7.95%

education, students should be
concerned about the quality of
education and whether their degree
will mean anything after they
graduate," said Me.ssing.

•^Ed-Ughtenecl
Continuect from page 14
cdilonal stall what averages out to be
about $1.75 j)er hour, or $50.00 \tc\- w eek.
We ai.so received rxir digital camerd and
oiii new pnntcr. couitesy of iTesidoni
Kuriug.ind i.'ic ^>\-c.sl'sUtfico.

11 It were not for the Pi^ident and the
Pntvost. we would still be w ithout two
pieces of es.sential equipment absolutely
necessary to operate any t>T)c ol" media
publication. I can not speculate as to why
the College of A & Ldid not try and help
us, all a.ssumptions would be inferences,
lacking the factual backing needed to
point fingers. What I can say is that we
have had to fight an uphill battle this year
to earn a smidgen of respect, and it goes
IK) further. To our disappointment, the
bastard-child treatment of the Chronicle
by Art's and Letters administration
continues to this day, this time in the frxm
of negligence.
Next year, the College of A & L will
receive funds from the University to
purchase new computers for the
communication lab in the basement of
the University Hall, right next door to
our office. The old Macintosh G3's we
use in our office were a part of that
computer lab befrxe the beginning of the
year, but we moved out of the lab tor
convenience sake and to create a pn^jer
newsrtxim tor weekly pitxluction and
business.
The College of A«fe L informed us that
they wtxild be replacing all of the lab
cx)mputers. but not the ones in our oflice.
If the College was budgeted to replace
at! the computei-s, tJicn wliy not replace
all the computers? What are ilierereasons
for IKX adding the lab computers in oin
office onto the total order for
Communication lab equipment
replacenieni',' Why are they making iis
raise the money to purcha.se new
equipment for ourselves, when that
equipnici.i w ill end up
ugins: to liic
Collegeafici we giadiiate ' W; -te T''
under llic guidance and coufo' • •'" 'he
College vii A Sl L, WC are riot an
independent paper, not yet. Tfioughwe
arc treated as such, withttul tlte !c\ c! of
respect due to such an euic.piise,' we
continue to s^ck
aipfortau'." tU-'-irg
of die Ccil'cce. but!. -sw:
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Coyote Baseball slugs past Gal Poly Pomona 12-2
By Chad W. Birdsall
Sports Writer
The men's baseball team sub^stituted their bats with whupping
sticks, accumulating 14 hits, includ
ing a 6"' inning two run homer by
sophomore catcher Brian Schweiger.
The Coyotes took an early lead
by scoring two runs in the first. With
the bases loaded, Matt Swayden
stroked a single to center field, scor
ing two runs.
In the second inning, Shaun
Rudi scored a run off a hit by
Schweiger. lifting the Coyotes to a
3-0 lead. Schweiger showed up
again in the bottom of the fifth when
he smashed a ball that passed
through the rightfielder's glove.
Schweiger rounded the bases as if
.^eing chased by a rabid Cujo, div

ing headfirst into third base for a
triple. First baseman Matt Swayden
was intentionally walked and
Marcus Wyatt capitalized on a base
hit into center scoring Schweiger.
The runners moved up a base after a
quick out at first, and were then
knocked in by a Shaun Rudi single
to centerfield, adding a couple of
runs for a 6-1 lead.
The sixth was offensive base
ball at its best as the Coyotes scored
four runs. Leadoff batter Adam
Rabusin walked and later stole sec
ond base. Brian Schweiger took his
turn at the plate and crushed a
homerun that left the park com
pletely. Barreras was then hit by a
pitch that summoned Cal Poly
Pomon'a to replace their starting

~Bats continued
on page 19

Chad W. Birdsall/Chronicle
BASHEVG AT HOME — Cal State San Bernardino's Brian Schweiger celebrates with teammates after smashing a tworun blast in the sixth inning during the Coyotes 12-1 victory at Arrowhead Credit Union Park on Friday, February 22.

Coyote Sports Roundup: women's hoop grabs Athlete of the Week, and Intra
mural basketball begins playoff and All-Star contest.
By John D. Halcon
Sports Editor
Rawlings announced Cal State
San Bernardino women's basketball
player Sharee Brown as its Rawlings
Player of the Week for February 1117.
The senior forward-center has

been the key weapon for an injury
depleted Coyote line-up that lost its
starting players in Erica Cronin (bro
ken wrist). Shannon Smith (torn
ACL), Shan Tesch (torn mesnicus)
and Amy Tahiemen (torn ACL).
Brown, a liberal studies major
who has been fighting a stress frac
ture in her lower left leg, scored 21

points against UC Davis on Febru
ary 15. Brown then scored a gamehigh 26 points and grabbed 10 re
bounds against Chico State on Feb
ruary 16.
Brown was the first Coyote
from the women's basketball team
to earn the award this year.
Heather Garay (Bakersfield)

and Lauri Mcintosh (Pomona) both
lead the conference with three Ath
lete of the Week honors. " - ^
Recreational Sports
Intramural basketball will hit
full gear as they head into playoffs
and the All-Star contest starting on
Tuesday, February 23.
Team Roc, Team T.A.E., TKE

and the Yellow Monkeys all look
solid in the intermediate league as
Old School is primed yet for
another Advance basketball title.
The All-Star contest will begin
on February 26, featuring the Stars
vs. Stripes for both leagues.
A three-point and a slam dunk
competition will also be featured.

Softball collects its second tie
Coyotes drop first game of doubleheader against Western
,New Mexico 4-2 before halting the second contest due to
darkness in Friday's contest at the Coyote Diamond.
CSUSB Wire Report

For the second time this sea
son, darkness was a factor in a Cal
State San Bernardino women's
Softball game.
On Friday, the Coyotes and
Western New Mexico wound up in
a 3-3 deadlock when the umpires
called the game after eight innings
of the nightcap of the doubleheader
due to lack of illumination.
Earlier, Western New Mexico
defeated Cal State San Bernardino
4-2 in the opener.
The Coyotes, now 8-13-2 on
(he season, host Cal State
Stanislaus in a CCAA doubleheader at noon Saturday. CSUSB
is 2-2 in the CCAA.
In game one Friday, the visit
ing Mustangs, now 10-3-1 on the
season, opened up a 3-0 lead on a
4Md1o home run in the sixth inning
by Tiffany Mondink which proved
to be the winning run.
The Coyotes narrowed the gap
to 3-2 in the bottom half of the in
ning on singles by Letty Gutierrez,
and Melissa Clemann followed by
an error hich loaded the bases.
ndrick's sacrifice fly
cSharm'
Gutierrez and
bro
r
a groundout.
Mor Coyotes
oi gave
"'•St in-

Softball Schedule

C O U N T Y

Mar. 1 —at CS Bakersfield, 1:30p.m.
Mar. 2 — at CS Dominguez, noon
Mar. 8 — Sonoma St., 1:30p.m.
Mar. 9 — SF State, noon
Mar. 13 — NY Int., 2p.m.
Mar. 15 — at UC Davis, 1:30p.m.
Mar. 16 — at Chico St., noon
Mar. 30 — UC San Diego, noon
Apr. 5-7 — at CS Stanislaus Tourney
Apr. 12 — at CS Stanislaus
Apr. 19—CS Dominguez
Apr. 20 — CS Bakersfield,noon
Apr. 26-28—CS Bakersfield Toumey
May 3 — SF State, 1:30 p.m.
May 4 — Sonoma St., noon
May 10-11 — West Regional
May 16-20 —NCAA
ning with her fifth homer of the sea
son.
The Mustangs took a 2-1 lead
in the second on a two-run homer
by Lisamarie Castro. Tasha
Catanach homered with the bases
empty in the fourth to account for
the third Mustang run.
The Coyotes tied the game in
the fifth when Gutierrez singled,
stole second and third and then
scored on a base hit by Kendrick.

PROBMiON
O J -

» N H

B I H N A B D I N O

PART-TIME AND FULL-TIME
FOSmONS AVAILABLE

Probation Corrections Officer trainee
{EducoAon Keqmred for PCO trainee: Any Associate or Bachelor Degree
or 60 Semester units wkkh include 9 units of Behavioral Science)

Probation Officer i & ii
(EducaHon Required for P01& 11: Any Bachelor degree
Or a total of 30 semester units in a BehwAoral Science
of which half must be upper division from a 4 year college)

Have a packet with applications mailed!

Contact the Recruiter
909/387-6173
recruiter@prob.sbcounty.gov
dov/nload application:

www.sbcounty.gov/probation
or walk In:

Vote Howl!!
Next Home
Game —
March 8 vs.
Sonoma
State.
•1

San Bernardino County Human Resources
157 West FIRh Street (l*' floor)
San Bernardino^ CA 92415-0440
909/387-8304

ext 8
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Player Profiles

A Young Dawn is Rising on the Pitcher's Mound
!M

By Danny B. Homaidan
Sports Writer

Sophomore sensation Dawn
iishi strikes fear into the hearts of
opponents every time she takes the
mound. While only in her second
year, Onishi is blossoming into an
«traordinarily consistent performer,
?d has become ace of the Coyote
:hing staff for softball head coach
-xanne Berch.
Her main weapon is the use of
intense mental pressure to break
down the spirit and will of rivals,
who frequently exit the batter's box
diaking their heads in total disbelief.
Clearly, Onishi's strategy has

Photo by Robert Whitehead

Name: Dawn Onishi
Grade; Sophomore
Sport: Softball
Major: Kinesiology
Position: Pitcher

worked to perfection as she spear
heads the 'Yote attack with a remark
able 2.13 earned run average
coupled with a team high four com
plete games thrown.
In addition, she has tossed two
shutout games for the Coyotes early
in this 2001-2002 CCAA (Califor
nia Collegiate Athletic Association)
season. Her most recent shutout
came on February 6 against Chico
State when she hurled seven flaw
less innings of four hit ball.
Even more impressive than the
outstanding statistics Onishi has
compiled this season is the fact that
she still has more than two years to
refine her pitching craft. One can

only imagine how dominant a
pitcher she will be at the end of her
'Yote career as she learns how to
better compete and win against the
unforgiving CCAA conference
teams.
In terms of the team's perfor
mance, Onishi is exceptionally
pleased with its strong, hard play.
"It's a totally different team this year,
so I'm really pleased," said Onishi.
"We have two catchers this year, last
year we had one catcher, so I think
we're a lot stronger now."
Onishi also feels that her out
standing play is attributed to her
first-rate teammates and her grow
ing experience level. "I have a lot of

confidence in us as a team, it makes
me more successful being comfort
able with the infield, outfield, every
thing, " declared Onishi. "I also have
had a year to get used to this confer
ence and college ball."
Finally, she plans to complete
her education to pursue a profes
sional career. "I want to get my
master's in Kinesiology, possibly
doctorate in it," stated Onishi. "To
work in occupational therapy and to
get certified to become an adapted
physical education teacher for men
tally handicapped kids."
Danny is a sports writer for the
Chronicle, he can be reached
yarootypu@aol.com.

1

Yearning for the run: Bob Lien's way of iife
By John D. Halcon
Sports Editor

Los Angels Marathon
17th Annual Race
Date — March 3,2002
Time — Wheelchair (8:20 a.m.)

Bob Lien is far from being the
le athlete he was during his high
:-hooi and college years.
Gone by are his explosive legs,
natural running form, and his
luthful, intense competitiveness.
However, the 53-year old So'ology professor is no laughing
alter

Crank chair (8:33 a.m.)
RunAValk (8:45 a.m.)
TV — KCAL (Channel 9)

Marathon Man

from page 18

and 11 minutes through the course,
and also Stephen Ndungu (2:13.13).
Lien has ran in other mara
thons including the St. George
(Utah), Milwaukee and Long
Beach Marathons while posting
a personal record of 3:14 at
Utah.

Tennis Squad Bounces Past Cal State L.A.
Depth proved to be the differHce during Cal State San Bemar;no women's tennis matchup
gainst Cal State Los Angeles.
Despite losing the No.l and
^No. 2 singles contest, the Coyotes
• vept the doubles competititon en
S^.iute to a 7-2 California Collegiate
thletic Association victory at Coye court on Friday, February 22.
The duo of Cassie Sumrow and
;^'-inior Coral Conley defeated
tammy Encina and Katharina
Menzel in tie-breaker fashion, scorng a9-8 (7-3) match.
Heather Lehman and freshman
tennifer Newman added a second
ictory after disposing the Golden
i iagles' duoof Jessica Scruggs and
}3rittany Keeler 8-2.
1
Timetra Hampton and Lisa
• puncan kept the Coyotes in the
lead, grabbing the No. 3 doubles

22.

-^Bats continued

26 miles of pavement.
The image that people get
I about running is that someone out
there is running by himself," said
Lien. "It's like what kind of weird
John D. Halcon/Chro.nicle
animal would be doin^ th^2V
MARATHON RUNNER— Bob lien will be eyeing his fourth LA. Marathon.
The former Marquette Univlr^
sity (Milwaukee) graduate will be thro^ugtr-eagh other." added Lien. "There's no competition between us,
making his fourth appearance in the "It's really a loteasterj^mning along but lurking behind our minds, there's
17th annual Los Angeles Marathon side someone."
curiosity."
with a big smile on his face.
That someone for Lien will be
Such are the humble intentions
To run with all those people in
his 20-year-old son, Louie. Accord Lien will be harboring when he takes
a pack is like a tremendous kick," ing to Lien, the race will be a good starting position amongst the likes
•saidLien. "It's like a party for me." experience for the father and son.
of Benson Mbithi (defending cham
'People are out there grooving
"It'll be a lot of fun," added Lien. pion) who holds a time of two hours

By John D. Halcon
Sports Editor

Chad W. BirdsalUChronicle
BATTER UP—A Coyote batter takes
a pitch during CSUSB's dual against
Cal Poly Pomona on Friday, February

match away from Michelle Gee and
Cherny Scotten 8-4.
No.2 singles player Lehman
dropped her match against Menzel
6-4, 6-0 while No.l singles player
Newman lost decisively to "highly
regarded" Encina, who took the
match 6-1,7-5.
However, the Coyotes (2-2
CCAA, 5-2 overall) received the
four victories from the rest of the
singles players to ice the contest.
"I thought our biggest win came
from our No.l doubles [Sumrow/
Conley]," said head coach Thomas
Starzyk. "They were down 8-7, and
came back to win the tie breaker."
"That was just a huge win,"
added Starzyk. "Just to come back
through the deficit was big."
No.3 singles was dominated by
Conley who swept Scruggs 6-4,6-3
before No.4 singles player Sumrow
polished off Keeler in similar fash
ion'6-4, 6-2.
Danielle Quistgard and Dtmcan
also came away victorious as

Quistgard defeated Scotten 6-1,6-2
and Duncan topped Gee 6-3, 6-0.
Results for Saturday's contest
against Cal Poly Pomona were un
available by press time, however, on
March 4, the Coyotes will face
Grand Canyon University in Arizona
before coming home for a two-game
stand against Sonoma State on
March 17 and San Francisco State
on March 26.
UC Davis 5, CSUSB 0
Monday, Feb. 18
CCAA's defending champions
UC Davis made quick work of Cal
State San Bernardino after posting a
5-0 victory.
The Aggies were playing two
matches that day, which included a
rain delay in its first match against
UC San Diego. The game did not
start on time for the Coyotes thus
causing three singles bouts to be
halted.
In the matches played,the Coy
otes lost all three doubles bouts and
also saw its two singles players lose.

pitcher. Derek Wilson took to the
mound and was served a blow by
Matt Swayden who bounced a
double off the outfield wall. With
runners at second and third, Wil
son walked the bases loaded.
Mark Ayala Jr. hit a grounder
to second, where Broncos' second
baseman David Braun bobbled the
ball and then overthrew first base,
allowing 2 runs to score on the er
ror.
The victory sets the standings
at 4-1 in league and 9-3 overall.

after this, th.e
corporate ladder
will be a piece of

alg theicourse of facing challenges like this, you'll learn
think on your feej. Stay cool under pressure. Take charge.y^
?%Talk to. an Army ROTC rep. You'll find there's nothing like a it : little climbing to help prepare you for getting to the top.' ,

i

ARMY ROTC

any other college course you can takei i

AVPLY NOW FOR PAID SUMMER LEADERSHIP
j TRAINING AND ARMY OFFICER OPPORTUNIl IKS.
^, .Call 909-621-8102 for info on Full Tuition Paid Scholarships!

\
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Lady Yotes Grab Another Win at Home
By Danny B. Homaidan
Sports Writer
Cal State San Bernardino en
tered Saturday's game riding the
coattails of a three-game winning
streak, which has propelled them
into a sixth place tie in the CCAA
(California Collegiate Athletic As
sociation) with U.C. San Diego.
Facing the cellar-dwelling
Grand Canyon University Ante
lopes, the Lady Coyotes improved
their ranking Saturday night with a
69-59 victory in front of 280 thrilled
fans.

Yet, the Coyote triumph was no
Cakewalk as the Antelopes clawed
and scraped for every point they
earned.
At halftime, the Antelopes took
a narrow 29-28 lead into the locker
room. Despite this narrow margin,
the Lady 'Votes outscored the Ante
lopes 41-30 in the second half,
thanks to the sixteen point heroics
of sophomore guard Leilani Tirona.
In the victory the 'Votes advanced
their winning streak to four, but more
importantly, they rectified their con
ference record to a respectable .500season mark.

The Coyotes came out of the
gates charging, grabbing a crowdpleasing 7-2 lead in the first four
minutes of play. With the clock read
ing 10:12, Coyote point guard
Amanda Fitzgerald penetrated to the
hoop, connecting on an off-balance
runner which tied the game at 13.
However, forward Leah Smith
gave the Antelope team its first lead
of 24-23 toward the end of the half,
on a trey from the top of the circle.
The Lady Coyotes ended the half
down by one point and were led by
Sharee Brown, who tallied seven
points.

Top scorer Tirona took over the
game in the second half, scoring two
of her 16 points on an eighteen-foot
jump shot with 9:15 remaining.
Finally, the 'Votes slammed the
door on the Antelopes by taking a
commanding 64-54 lead with 1:18
left in the game. Tirona spurred the
Coyotes to victory, scoring sixteen
of the team's forty-one second half
points.
In Friday's match, the Lady
Coyotes defeated U.C. San Diego
63-51, thanks to forward Sharee
Brown's 19 points and five re
bounds.

Men's Hoops
NCAA Western
Regional Poll

*Note — The Poll was
released on February
22 by coaches.
John D. Halcon/Chronicle
HEY, WE'RE ON TV — Glenn Summerall (left), Jennifer Chan (center) of Video Chaps Communication, and James
Taylor (right) do their interview after the Coyotes 71-55 victory against UC San Diego at Coussoulis Arena.

Men's Hoops Light Up the Home Court
Lights, camera, action, and still
unstoppable.
Cal State San Bernardino's bas
ketball team defeated UC San Diego
71-55 Friday while cameras rolled
and Jeff Pope of 99.1 commentated
for the viewers at home.
The No. 3 ranked 'Votes, who
have the No. 1 defense in the Cali
fornia Collegiate Athletic Associa
tion, utilized their big-man and in
side beef to create turnovers and re
bounds that produced major divi
dends in the victory.
The first half of Friday's con
test spelled disaster for the Tritons
as the Coyotes jumped out to a 8-0
lead in the first two minutes. Defen
sively, CSUSB held the Tritons to
37 percent shooting from the field,
while the 'Votes shot 40 percent in
the first half.UCSD, the No.l three-point

Pope recalls^
first game asJ
Broadcaster
for Coyotes,
By John D. Halcon
Sports Editor

1. CSUSB
2. Humboldt State
3. C.S. Bakersfield
4. Seattle Pacific
5. Hawaii Pacific
6. Montana St. Bill
7. W. Washington
8. BYU (Hawaii)
9. Hawaii-Hilo
10.C.P. Pomona

By Kermit R. Boyd
Assistant Sports Editor

John D. Halcon/Chroni
FAMILIAR FACE — KGGl radio
station's Jeff Pope (left), a CSUSB
alumni, does play-by-play announci
for the men's basketball game again
UC San Diego on Friday.

shooting team in CCAA, launched
the trifectas but got a few "you-betcha's." CSUSB defended the arc
extremely well, allowing the Tritons
to convert 10 out of the 29 threes
attempted, which generated a thirty
five percent shooting effort.
"They do a good job of shoot
ing the basketball and we were able
to defend them inside and not allow
easy back doors, which forced them
to try to beat us outside, and fortu
nately they were not able to do so,"
said Head Coach Larry Reynolds.
The Triton's long balls created
long rebounds that produced easy
turnovers for the CSUSB guards and
wing players. This allowed the Coy
otes to out rebound the Tritons 45to-24.
Glenn Summerall grabbed eight
rebounds, Bobby Burries snatched a
game-high nine boards, Tellys
Knight muscled down eight, and
James Taylor cleaned the glass with
five rebounds. "They shoot a lot of

threes, which allow the guards to
grab the ball and run with a lot of
rebounds," contended Burries.
Summerall found his stroke Fri
day night, netting a game high
twenty-three points, while UCSD
C.J. Duffaut jacked up 18 points.
CSUSB's Taylor went for 16, Rob
ert Banks downed eleven points, and
Knight contributed five points.
Burries was battling the flu during
the game, but his numbers seemed
to be immune to the ill effects. He
had eight points, a game high seven
assists, three steals, and one block.
Friday night's victory over
UCSD set the Coyotes at 23-1 over
all and 18-1 in CCAA conference
play.
Just another typical Friday win
for the 'Votes, the only difference
being opponents were probably
glued to their television sets watch
ing Coach Reynolds' CSUSB squad
pound another unwilling team into
submission.

In Saturday's game, the Coyotes
used some strong offensive perfor
mances to rout the Grand Canyon
team 97-73 during the CCAA con
ference battle.
Five different players scored in
double figures, with James Taylor
leading the way for the Coyotes.
Taylor collected 19 points, seven
rebounds, and two steals.
Following Taylor was Bobby
Burries, who scored 15 points at his
normal guard position.
Glenn Summerall, Robert
Banks and Lance Ray each scored
10 points apiece, as the Coyotes im
proved to 18-1 in CCAA and 23-1
overall.
The Coyotes will take its un
blemished mark on the road against
San Franciso State on March 1, then
head to Sonoma State for its final
regular-season contest on the follow
ing day.
The host of the Western Re
gional has yet to be announced.

Radio's KGGI (99.1 FM)
Pope is not only proud he grade
from Cal State San Bernardino
he is also very excited for wha
in- clji^Jnr his old.
mater.
Pope, who began
play-by-play broadcasting fc
Coyotes 14 years ago, came ba
CSUSB as the play-by-plaj
nouncer during Friday's vi^
St UC San Diego.
'Actually, this is a flashbe
when I first started my broadca
for the basketball team," said!
"The game was played, dare
14 years ago, but it was agair
same team [UC San Diego]."
According to Pope, it wa
to keep his Coyote spirit from j
ping out of his mouth, but in the
the overall experience was bp
taking.
"It was like a homecoming
me," added Pope, who stars
host of the Jeff and The Gb
Wake-Up Show for KGGL 'Thii
just a niceexperience for meto<
back here [CSUSB] and be ab
announce in this kick-ass arer
A lot has changed since
graduated in 1992 from Cal
San Bernardino. For one.Pope (
never recall having such a
arena, and secondly, he also
tioned that the old label of CSUi
being a "commuter school," has]
but vanished.
"Our graduation was heldj
construction site," said Pope, refi
ring to his glory years as^
undergrad. "I mean, the speakers
had a hard hat on, but now, it's I
this school is running big-time.":
"It just blows my mind that t
university is becoming a real uni*
sity," added Pope. "It's only a i
ter of time before this school (
a Division I college."
In addition. Pope also
nized that he could be return
another broadcasting the Yoti

